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GEZE GmbH is one of the most successful providers of building systems for 
door, window and safety technology in the world. As one of the market, 
innovation and design leaders, the company, which was founded in 
Stuttgart in 1863, develops, manufactures and sells pioneering technology 
that has played a key role in influencing building technology. With its 27 
subsidiaries and a comprehensive network of representatives, GEZE is 
represented in almost every corner of the globe.

Made in Germany

GEZE stands for “made in Germany” quality. Across the globe. This is why, 
no matter where GEZE products are manufactured, they are produced and 
installed in line with German quality standards. GEZE products and system 
solutions are subjected to constant monitoring, both from within the 
company and by external authorities, and possesses numerous international 
approvals, test certifications and quality marks, which have been awarded 
by national and international institutes. These guarantee the high GEZE 
quality for both Germany and the rest of the world.

Sustainability as a company concept

Ecological, economical and social responsibility stands at the heart of 
sustainability at GEZE. Preserving the livelihood of future generations is part 
of our responsibility as a society. Continuously improving the ecology of 
products and production sites, as well as dealing with natural resources in 
a responsible way, are part of the principles that we follow on a day-to-day 
basis. From product development to production to sales and service – we 
work in line with the latest 
environmental standards.

GEZE in the buildings of the world

 Integrated planning and compatible 
products are a key pre-requisite 
for realising project solutions and 
for perfectly coordinated building 
technology. GEZE project solutions 
fulfil the highest requirements when 
it comes to functionality, quality 
and design. Prestigious buildings 
across the world are fitted with GEZE 
products and system solutions.

We support you from the start

The knowledge which, as a 
developer, manufacturer and system 
integrator, GEZE has accumulated 
through the realisation of numerous 
projects is of real value, and we use 
it to help support our customers. 
This was the seed from which GEZE 
project consulting grew into its own 
part of the company. We support 
architects, specialist planners, general 
contractors and clients through 
every stage of construction, with a 
wide range of services wherever in 
the world your project may be.

Our support starts with draft 
planning and goes beyond project 
completion. We coordinate the 
interfaces between the individual 
trades. This saves you both time and 
money. We also offer efficient after-
sales service.
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DOOR TECHNOLOGY
OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

GEZE’s field of expertise

GEZE products make our lives better 
and safer. Architects and planners, 
processors and end users have the 
highest demands when it comes to 
functionality and durability. In order 
to guarantee both, GEZE quality is at 
the heart of everything we do – from 
product development to production, 
in our sales and service network and 
when we put our solutions into your 
project.

GEZE SA has worked closely with 
Modena Design Centres (Pty) Ltd to 
train our Architectural Ironmongery 
Specifiers to convert your 
specification into Revit and assist you 
with the Revit modelling.

Why should you use GEZE Revit?
• We adopt our info into the 

architect’s views/Door schedules 
• The bill of quantity is more 

accurate due to the model being 
in design phase. 

• Info sent out is easier to read, 
not only will Revit help during 
the design process but it will 
also be of great assistance to the 
contractor during the installation 
process 

• Relationship with architect is more 
direct 

• Information on the central file is 
there even after sign off stage 

• You are able to nest families on 
your doors yourself 

• You can now render Ironmongery 
products with the doors 

• Sheets are Code, Description and 
picture related. 

GEZE Service

The importance of servicing automatic systems regularly and having them 
maintained by qualified personnel for the long-term safety of people and 
the systems themselves cannot be overstated. Keeping people safe is the 
fundamental function of emergency exit systems. The constant monitoring 
and maintenance must, therefore always be ensured.

Being able to provide a reliable, competent and highly efficient customer 
service is one of our most important goals when it comes to keeping our 
customers satisfied.

Quality has never been a subject for compromise at GEZE; it has been an 
internal part of our corporate philosophy. So when it comes to after sales 
support or a reactive call-out service, whether it is for GEZE products, 
or any other 
manufacturer’s 
products, you 
can be sure of 
the same high 
standards. GEZE 
SA is committed to 
providing the very 
best in customer 
care.

Explore our BIM objects library
For more information on BIM and REVIT visit out website – www.geze.co.za
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General product functions and information

GEZE door closers with link arm

Door TechnologyDoor Technology

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

1) Back check
 When doors are pushed open forcefully by approximately 

90°, this function is activated in order to slow them down. 
However, it must not be used as a substitute for separate 
measures designed to limit the opening angle (such as a 
door stopper or other structural method), e.g. in the case of 
doors that open outwards or are likely to blow open in the 
wind.

2) Closing speed
 The speed at which a door closes can be individually set.

3) Latching action
 When the door is just a few degrees from reaching the 

closed position, this function increases the door speed in 
order to overcome any closing resistance (e.g. air resistance).

4) Delayed closing action
 This function reduces the closing speed, or stops the door 

so that people have enough time to enter.

Specially designed for mounting on opposite hinge side

GEZE door closers with adjustable closing force:

The relevant standards stipulate that the door closer size 
(closing force of the closer) must be selected in accordance 
with the door leaf width.

Where necessitated by the structural (door height, door 
weight), or local conditions (wind), the next size up must be 
set.

The GEZE TS4000, TS2000 and related versions offer several 
door closer sizes in one housing. The desired size can be 
selected by means of an adjustment screw or by altering the 
mounting position. The TS4000 features an indicator so you can 
determine which size is currently selected.

Door closing force 
according to EN standard

Door leaf width (mm)

Size 1 up to 750

Size 2 over 751 up to 850

Size 3 over 851 up to 950

Size 4 over 951 up to 1100

Size 5 over 1101 up to 1250

Size 6 over 1251 up to 1400

Size 7 over 1401 up to 1600

Dimension A = soffit depth
Dimension B = soffit depth +2 door thickness +2 pivot point distance

If a door is to be opened 180°,
dimension A = 70 mm and
dimension B = 200 mm
must not be exceeded

Overheard Door Closers Complete

GEZE TS1000

Application Range/Product Code
• For single-action doors up to 950 mm (1100 mm)
• Can be used for right and left hand doors without adjustment
• For all common types of installation
• GAA1003SR 

Product features 
• Variable closing force in two sizes achieved by simply turning the link arm’s power shoe:
• Weak’ (closing force size 2 to EN 1154) for leaf widths up to 850 mm
 ‘Strong’ (closing force size 3 to EN 1154) for leaf widths up to 950 mm
• Increased closing force due to offset installation for leaf widths up to 1100 mm (size 4 to EN 1154)
• Closing speed adjustable, as is hydraulic latching action
• Option: with hold-open link arm allowing the closer to hold doors open between 700 and 1500
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Overheard Door Closers Complete

GEZE TS2000

Standard Arm  
AZ2000

Parallel Arm
AZ2001

Hold Open Arm
AZ2002

Standard Guide Rail
AZ2003

Mechanical Hold Open
AZ2004

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1250 mm
• Compatible with left-hand and right-hand doors without the need for conversion
• Standard mounting on door leaf, hinge side; transom mounting on opposite hinge side also possible
• Can be installed on door leaf on opposite hinge side with parallel arm mounting

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS2000 V closer GEZE TS2000 VBC closer
Closing force to EN1154 2/4/5
Leaf width recommended up to 1250 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ● ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Length 226 mm
Installation depth 48 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Via mounting
Adjustable closing speed ● ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via link arm ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulic, fixed
Closing force adjustment position Mounting position
Thermo-constant valves ● ●

● = yes      = no

Overheard Door Closers Complete

GEZE TS1500

Standard Arm 
AZ1500

Parallel Arm
AZ1501

Hold Open Arm
AZ1502

Standard Guide Rail
AZ1503

Mechanical Hold Open
AZ1504

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For internal doors
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1100 mm
• Compatible with left-hand and right-hand doors without the need for conversion
• Standard mounting on door leaf, hinge side; transom mounting on opposite hinge side also possible

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS1500 closer
Closing force to EN1154 3/4
Leaf width recommended up to 1100 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Length 177 mm
Installation depth 39 mm
Height 50 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Via mounting
Adjustable closing speed ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check
Closing force adjustment position Mounting position

● = yes      = no
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Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1100 mm leaf width

GEZE TS3000V (Continued)

Door Technology 
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Door TechnologyDoor Technology

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS3000V GEZE TS3000VBC  
closer

GEZE TS3000 EN3  
closer

Closing force to EN1154 1–4 1–4 3
Leaf width recommended up to 1100 mm 1100 mm 950 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ● ● ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Fire door suitability ● ● ●

Mounting plate with hole pattern to EN1154 supplement ● ● ●

Length 226 mm
Installation depth 46 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Stepless ● Stepless
Adjustable closing speed ● ● ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Position of closing force adjustment At the side At the side
Safety valve against vandalism ● ● ●

Thermo-stabilised valves ● ● ●

● = yes    = no

Guide rail technical data

Product features Guide rail adjustable 
height

Guide rail T-Stop guide rail

Length 448.5 mm 448.5 mm 452.5 mm
Overall depth 30.5 mm 30.5 mm 33 mm
Height 20.5 mm 20.5 mm 20.5 mm
Functions
Integrated opening restrictor ●

Integrated hold-open
Height correction possible ●

● = standard    = optional

Optional colours – price on request

Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1100 mm leaf width

GEZE TS3000V

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1100 mm
• Can be used for right and left-hand doors without conversion
• For fire doors (door closer with mounting plate)

Closer Specifications and Guide rail technical data (See overleaf )

Electromechanical hold open 
guide rail with smoke detector 

AZ3006

Guide rail application with 
integrated selector in guide 

rail and lever arms 
AZ3034

Guide rail application with 
electromechanical hold open, 

integrated selector in guide 
rail and lever arms 

AZ3035

Guide rail application with 
electromechanical hold open, 

integrated selector, smoke 
detector in guide rail and lever 

arms 
AZ3035R

Standard Guide Rail  
AZ3003

Mechanical Hold Open Guide 
Rail 

AZ3004

Electromechanical Hold Open 
Guide Rail 
AZ3005

With T-Stop Guide Tail 
GAC3002
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Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1400 mm leaf width

GEZE TS4000S (Delayed closing)
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Standard Arm  
AZ4000DA

Parallel Arm
AZ4001DA

Standard Guide Rail
AZ4003DA

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For doors for which longer passage times are required
• With leaf width up to 1400 mm
• For single action doors
• Suitable for right and left closing doors, adjustment not necessary
• For smoke and fire doors with provision for DIN closer
• If the door closer is to be fitted to smoke and fire doors, a mounting plate is required

Product features
• Closing force (size range 1–6) adjustable from front
• Closer in only one construction size
• Optical size indicator
• With adjustable delayed closing 0–30s
• Adjustable backcheck
• Adjustable thermo-constant closing speed
• All functions adjustable from front
• Latching action adjusted via link arm
• Safety valve in open and close direction
• Housing and link arm available in following colours: Silver, Bronze (dark), White, RAL colours on request

Standard version/package
GEZE TS4000S closer with delayed closing complete with link arm, screw accessories, fitting template (mounting plate not included)

Closer Specifications (See previous page)

Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1400 mm leaf width

GEZE TS4000

Standard Arm  
AZ4000

Parallel Arm
AZ4001

Hold Open Arm
AZ4002

Standard Guide Rail
AZ4003

Mechanical Hold Open
AZ4004

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1400 mm
• Compatible with left-hand and right-hand doors without the need for conversion
• For fire and smoke doors (door closers with mounting plate)
• Standard mounting on door leaf, hinge side; transom mounting on opposite hinge side also possible
• Can be installed on door leaf on opposite hinge side with parallel arm mounting

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS4000 closer GEZE TS4000S closer
Closing force to EN1154 1–6
Leaf width recommended up to 1400 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ● ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Suitable for fire and smoke doors ● ●

Mounting plate with hole pattern according to  EN1154 Supplement 1 ● ●

Length 287 mm
Installation depth 46 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Infinitely variable
Adjustable closing speed ● ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via link arm ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Integrated delayed closing action ●

Closing force adjustment position Front
Optical closing force display ● ●

Safety valve featuring protection against vandalism ● ●

Thermo-constant valves ● ●

● = yes      = no
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Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1400 mm leaf width

GEZE TS5000

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1400 mm
• Can be used for right and left-hand doors without conversion
• For fire and smoke doors (door closers with mounting plate)

Opposite Hinge guide rail 
application: 

AZ5007

Guide rail application with 
integrated selector in guide 

rail and lever arms 
AZ5034

Guide rail application with 
integrated selector in guide 

rail and lever arms for opposite 
hinge side 

AZ5040

Guide rail application with 
electromechanical hold open, 

integrated selector in guide 
rail and lever arms 

AZ5038

Standard Guide rail application 
AZ5003

Mechanical Hold open Guide 
rail application 

AZ5004

Electromechanical Hold open 
Guide rail application 

AZ5005

Guide rail application with 
electromechanical hold open, 

integrated selector in guide 
rail and lever arms for opposite 

hinge side 
AZ5041

Guide rail application with 
electromechanical hold open, 

integrated selector, smoke 
detector in guide rail and lever 

arms 
AZ5038R

Link arm door closer for extremely heavy single-leaf doors/gates or with a leaf width in excess of 1600 mm

GEZE TS4000 Tandem

Application Range/Product Code
• For single-action doors, leaf width > 1600 mm
• Compatible with left-hand and right-hand doors (conversion required
• For fire and smoke doors (door closers with mounting plate)
• Standard mounting on door leaf, hinge side; transom mounting on opposite hinge side also possible
• Can be installed on door leaf on opposite hinge side with parallel arm mounting
• GAB4003SR

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS4000 Tandem complete package
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Suitable for fire and smoke doors ●

Mounting plate with hole pattern according to  EN1154 Supplement 1 ●

Length 287 mm
Installation depth 51 mm
Height 130 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Infinitely variable
Adjustable closing speed ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via link arm
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Closing force adjustment position Front
Optical closing force display ●

Safety valve featuring protection against vandalism ●

Thermo-constant valves ●

● = yes      = no
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Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Guide rail door closer according to DIN18040 for accessible, easily opening single leaf doors up to 1250 mm leaf width

GEZE TS5000 ECline

Application Range/Product Code
• Accessible to DIN18040 up to ENS (1250 mm leaf width)
• Very high degree of access convenience due to opening support integrated in the guide rail
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1250 mm
• For right and left hung doors
• For fire doors (door closer with mounting plate)
• AZ5006SR

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS5000 ECline closer GEZE TS5000L ECline closer
Closing force to EN1154 3–5
Leaf width recommended up to 1250 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested to EN1154 DIN18040 up to EN5 (1250 mm leaf width)
Fire door suitability ● ●

Length 287 mm
Installation depth 47 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Continuous
Adjustable closing speed ● ●

Adjustable end stop ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Position of closing force adjustment Front
Visual display of the closing force ● ●

Safety valve against vandalism ● ●

Thermo-control valves ● ●

● = yes    = no

Guide rail technical data

Product features ECline guide rail TS5000 ECline guide rail TS5000BG
Length 452.5 mm
Overall depth 33 mm
Height 30 mm
Functions
Integrated opening support ● ●

Opening support can be switched off ● ●

● = standard    = optional

Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors with up to 1400 mm leaf width

GEZE TS5000 (Continued)

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS5000 closer GEZE TS5000S closer GEZE TS5000L closer
Closing force to EN1154 2–6
Leaf width recommended up to 1400 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ● ● ●

Product tested in accordance with Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Fire door suitability ● ● ●

Mounting plate with hole pattern to EN1154 supplement ● ● ●

Length 287 mm
Installation depth 47 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Stepless
Adjustable closing speed ● ● ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Position of closing force adjustment Front
Safety valve against vandalism ● ● ●

Thermo-stabilised valves ● ● ●

● = yes    = no

Guide rail technical data

Product features Guide rail adjustable 
height

Guide rail T-Stop guide rail

Length 448.5 mm 448.5 mm 452.5 mm
Overall depth 30.5 mm 30.5 mm 33 mm
Height 20.5 mm 20.5 mm 20.5 mm
Functions
Integrated opening restrictor ●

Integrated hold-open
Height correction possible ●

● = standard    = optional
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OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Overhead closer for single-leaf doors

GEZE TS5000L

Available Applications/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail

Application Range
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1400 mm
• Can be used for right and left hand doors without conversion
• For fire and smoke doors (if door mount, a mounting plate is usually required)

Product features
• Door closer EN1154 A with guide rail BG (for mounting on opposite hinge side)
 Option: GEZE T-Stop guide rail BG with integrated opening restrictor
• Adjustable closing force size 2–6
• Optical size indicator
• Back check, hydraulic latching action and thermo-constant closing speed adjustable
• All functions adjustable from front

Closer Specifications and Guide rail technical data (See page 12)

Guide rail application with integrated selector  
in guide rail and lever arms 

AZ5040

Guide rail application with electromechanical hold open, 
integrated selector in guide rail and lever arms 

AZ5041

Guide rail door closer for single-leaf doors up to 1250 mm leaf width with electrical freeswing function

GEZE TS5000 EFS

Application Range/Product Code
Mechanism included with rail
• For single-action doors, leaf width up to 1250 mm
• Can be used for right and left-hand doors without conversion
• For fire doors (door closer with mounting plate)
• Door leaf mounting/hinge side variation or frame mounted/hinge side variation available
• AZ5000EFS

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE TS5000 EFS  
complete pack, leaf mounted

GEZE TS5000 EFS  
complete pack, frame mounted

Closing force to EN1154 2–5
Leaf width recommended up to 1250 mm
Identical version for left and right-hand doors DIN-L and DIN-R ● ●

Supply voltage 24 V DC
Product tested to Door closer tested to EN1154 

Hold-open device tested to EN1154
Fire door suitability ● ●

Mounting plate with hole pattern to EN1154 supplement ● ●

Length 325 mm
Installation depth 46 mm
Height 60 mm
Functions
Freeswing function ● ●

Freeswing range 85–170°
Adjustable closing force ● Stepless
Adjustable closing speed ● ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check
Position of closing force adjustment Front
Visual display of the closing force ● ●

Safety valve against vandalism ● ●

Thermo-stabilised valves ● ●

● = yes    = no
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Integrated door closer for single-leaf doors with a leaf width of up to 1400 mm

GEZE Boxer Size 2-4
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Door TechnologyDoor Technology

The GEZE Boxer integrated door closer for single-leaf doors is incorporated discreetly into the door leaf and frame. The guide rail and 
lever are only visible when the door is open. Once the door is installed, the closing force and speed, latching action and hydraulic 
back check can be conveniently adjusted from the top. The door closer can be used for right and left single-action doors without any 
need for conversion.

An additional door suitability certificate is required for fireproof doors. The door must be limited at an opening angle of 
approximately 120°.

Optional:
Mechanical hold-open
The hold-open angle can be set anywhere between 80° and 120°, the hold-open retention force is adjustable.
Please note: Not permitted for use on fireproof doors.

Available applications/Product Code
GEZE Boxer single action concealed into door closer Non Stand Open (NSO) (size 2 – 4): AZ4372NSR
GEZE Boxer single action concealed into door closer Stand Open (SO) (size 2 – 4): AZ4372
GEZE Boxer double action concealed into door closer Non Stand Open (NSO) (size 2 – 4) Complete with pivot set: AZ4370
GEZE Boxer double action concealed into door closer Stand Open (SO) (size 2 – 4) Complete with pivot set : AZ4371

Application Range
• Compatible with left-hand and right-hand doors without the need for conversion
• Closer size 2–4 for interior doors up to a leaf width of 1100 mm and a leaf weight of 130 kg
• Closer size 3–6 interior and exterior doors up to a leaf width of 1400 mm and a leaf weight of 180 kg
• Door leaf thickness from 40 mm for size 2–4
• For fireproof doors with appropriate suitability certificate

Frame and door to be prepared for closer (min 45 mm door width)

Components and Accessories

Lintel Bracket for Guide rail: AC3001
Door leaf installation opposite hinge side
TS3000V Door leaf installation/opposite hinge side

Parallel arm bracket for TS1500, TS2000, TS4000: AC2001
Door leaf installation opposite hinge side with PA bracket for parallel arm installation
TS2000V Door leaf installation/opposite hinge side parallel arm installation

Soffit Bracket: AC2008
Transom installation opposite hinge side with lintel casing bracket
TS2000 Transom installation/opposite hinge side lintel casing bracket
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Door TechnologyDoor Technology

Integrated door closer for single-leaf doors with a leaf width of up to 1400 mm

GEZE Boxer Size 3–6

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

The GEZE Boxer integrated door closer for single-leaf doors is incorporated discreetly into the door leaf and frame. The guide rail and 
lever are only visible when the door is open. Once the door is installed, the closing force and speed, latching action and hydraulic 
back check can be conveniently adjusted from the top. The door closer can be used for right and left single-action doors without any 
need for conversion.

An additional door suitability certificate is required for fireproof doors. The door must be limited at an opening angle of 
approximately 120°.

Optional:
Mechanical hold-open
The hold-open angle can be set anywhere between 80° and 120°, the hold-open retention force is adjustable.
Please note: Not permitted for use on fireproof doors.

Available Applications/Product Code
GEZE Boxer single action concealed into door closer Non Stand Open (NSO) (size 3 – 6: AZ4373NSR
GEZE Boxer single action concealed into door closer Stand Open (SO) (size 3 – 6): AZ4373 
GEZE Boxer double action concealed into door closer Non Stand Open (NSO) (size 3 – 6) Complete with pivot set: AZ4371NSO
GEZE Boxer double action concealed into door closer Stand Open (SO) (size 3 – 6) Complete with pivot set: AZ4371SO

 2–4 for interior doors up to a leaf width of 1100 mm and a leaf weight of 130 kg
• Closer size 3–6 interior and exterior doors up to a leaf width of 1400 mm and a leaf weight of 180 kg
• Door leaf thickness from 50 mm for size 3–6
• For fireproof doors with appropriate suitability certificate

Frame and door to be prepared for closer (min 45 mm door width)

Integrated door closer for single-leaf doors with a leaf width of up to 1400 mm

GEZE Boxer Size 2-4 (Continued)

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE Boxer 2–4 closer
Closing force to EN1154 2–4
Leaf width recommended up to 1100 mm
Leaf weight recommended up to 130 kg
Minimum leaf thickness 40 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ●

Product tested to Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Length 286 mm
Installation depth 32 mm
Height 45 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Infinitely variable
Adjustable closing speed ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Position of closing force adjustment Top
Safety valve against vandalism ●

● = yes    = no

Guide rail technical data

Product features Boxer guide rail 12 mm
For use on single-action/double-action doors Single-action door
Length 440 mm
Installation depth 20 mm
Height 12 mm
Functions
Integrated opening restrictor
Integrated hold-open mechanism

● = standard    = optional
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Concealed Transom Closer

TS430/8000

Door TechnologyDoor Technology
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Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Standard features
• Concealed fixing inside transom
• Suitable for either single action or double action doors
• Complete with bottom pivot set and side load arm
• Closing speed adjustable by valve
• Latching action adjustable by valve
• Silver finish
• Fire tested for use in a timber fire door up to 1 hour

Application Range/Product Code
• Concealed overhead door closer
• Transom mounted
• Double or single action
• Centre pivoted
• Suitable for side loading
• Valve adjustable closing speed and latching action
• Available in Sizes 2, 3 or 4.

Available applications

TS430 with side load arm & bottom pivot set non hold-open Light 27403
GAA4300MF Medium 59961

Heavy 27397

TS430 with 90 degree hold-open, side load arm & bottom pivot set Light 27406
GAA4340MF Medium 59962

Heavy 27404
Accessories
Bottom pivot set 27399
Side load arm set 63953
End load arm set 63952
Mechanism cover plate to suit metal doors 91494
Mechanism cover plate to suit timber doors 27398
Timber fire door kit 101788

Model Hold open Door Width
Size 2 Standard 90° Up to 750 mm
Size 3 Standard 90° 751 – 950 mm
Size 4 Standard 90° 951 – 1150 mm

Integrated door closer for single-leaf doors with a leaf width of up to 1400 mm

GEZE Boxer Size 3–6 (Continued)

Closer Specifications

Product features GEZE Boxer 3–6 closer
Closing force to EN1154 3–6
Leaf width recommended up to 1400 mm
Leaf weight recommended up to 180 kg
Minimum leaf thickness 50 mm
Identical version DIN-L and DIN-R ●

Product tested to Door closer tested in accordance with EN1154
Length 293 mm
Installation depth 40 mm
Height 54 mm
Functions
Adjustable closing force ● Infinitely variable
Adjustable closing speed ●

Adjustable latching action ● Via valve
Integrated back check ● Hydraulically adjustable
Position of closing force adjustment Top
Safety valve against vandalism ●

● = yes    = no

Guide rail technical data

Product features Boxer guide rail 12 mm
For use on single-action/double-action doors Single-action door
Length 440 mm
Installation depth 31 mm
Height 20.7 mm
Functions
Integrated opening restrictor
Integrated hold-open mechanism

● = standard    = optional

Boxer components:
 

Boxer single/double action concealed 
into door door closer Mechanism only 

GAB4370

Boxer standard guide rail NSO 
GAC4370

Boxer mechanical hold open guide rail 
GAC4371
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Accessories

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

GAD4301 
TS430 Stainless steel cover plate

GAD4302 
TS430 brass cover plate 

GBD4020 
Surface mounted pivot set complete with top centre & screw pack stainless steel

GBD4020B 
Surface mounted pivot set for Boxer complete with top centre & screw pack

GAD3010 
Hold open unit for guide rail for TS15000, TS2000, TS3000, TS4000, TS5000

GAD2003 
Front slide for TS2000/3000

GAD4003 
Front slide for TS4000/5 000

GAD2001 
Mounting plate for TS2000/3000

GAD4001 
Mounting plate for TS4000/5000

GAD3025 
Screw pack for guide rail

GND0501 
M5 Patent fixing screws for door closers

Concealed Transom Closer

TS435

Application Range
• Medium duty applications
• Maximum door width 1000mm
• Maximum weight of 80kg
• For timber doors only
• Single action
• Valve adjustable closing speed and latch action
• Stand open or non stand open
 
 
Available applications/Product Code
TS435 single action concealed into door closer complete (size 3): GAA435SR
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Door TechnologyDoor Technology

Floor springs for single leaf and double action doors up to 1100 mm leaf width

TS500 NV

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Product features
• Overall height 42 mm
• Closing force adjustable size 1–4 according to EN 1154 (TS 500 NV)
• Back check
• Closing speed adjustable
• Latching action adjustable (TS 500 NV)
• Safety valve preventing deliberate overloading
• Closing range from approximately 170°
• Large adjustment range: Height 6 mm, lateral 10mm, length 10 mm
• Galvanised cement box
• For leaf width up to 1100 mm
• For leaf weights up to 150 kg

Application Range/Product Code
Single action: Mechanical hold open:  BZ502NV
  Non hold open:  BZ503NV
Double action: Mechanical hold open:  BZ500NV
  Non hold open:  BZ501NV

Brass cover plate available on request (BR for brass and SS for stainless steel).
Includes mechanism, cover plate, top centre and strap.

Additional options: Spindle extensions (5 mm to 50 mm)
 Pivot lever & guide rail

Floor springs for single leaf and double action doors up to 950 mm leaf width

TS500 N EN3

Product features
• Overall height 42 mm
• Closing force size 3 according to EN 1154 (TS 500 N EN3)
• Back check
• Closing speed adjustable
• Latching action adjustable (TS 500 NV)
• Safety valve preventing deliberate overloading
• Closing range from approximately 170°
• Large adjustment range: Height 6 mm, lateral 10mm, length 10 mm
• Galvanised cement box
• For leaf width up to 950 mm
• For leaf weights up to 100 kg

Application Range/Product Code
Single action: Mechanical hold open:  BZ50200
 Non hold open:  BZ50300
Double action: Mechanical hold open:  BZ50000
 Non hold open:  BZ5 0100

Brass cover plate available on request (BR for brass and SS for stainless steel).
Includes mechanism, cover plate, top centre and strap.

Additional options: Spindle extensions (5 mm to 50 mm)
 Pivot lever & guide rail
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Floor spring with electromechanical hold-open for single leaf fire and smoke protection doors up to 1400 mm leaf width

TS550 E

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Product features
• According to EN1154 and EN1155
• Closing force adjustable size 3–6 according to EN 1154 (TS 550 NV)
• Variable hold-open time for held-open door
• Closer in only one construction size
• Closing force and latching action adjustable
• Latching action adjustable
• Safety valve preventing deliberate overloading
• Closing range from approximately 180°
• Large adjustment range: Height 6 mm, lateral 10mm, length 10 mm
• Galvanised cement box

Application Range/Product Code
• For right and left hand closing single-action doors
• For leaf width up to 1400 mm
• For leaf weights up to 250 kg
• For fire and smoke protection doors with provision for floor springs
• GZZBB55550MF (left) GZZBB55551MF (right)

Brass cover plate available on request
Please specify handing (right or left) when ordering

Additional options: Spindle extensions (5 mm to 50 mm)
 Pivot lever & guide rail

Closing force Door leaf width (mm)
Size 3 Up to 950 mm
Size 4 over 950 up to 1100
Size 5 over 1100 up to 1250
Size 6 over 1250 up to 1400

Floor springs for single leaf and double action doors up to 1400 mm leaf width

TS550 NV

Product features
• Overall height 54 mm
• Closing force adjustable size 3–6 according to EN 1154 (TS 550 NV)
• Infinitely variable hydraulic hold-open (80°–165°), can be enabled/disabled
• Delayed closing instead of hold-open is possible
• Closing speed adjustable
• Latching action adjustable
• Fixed back check, integrated
• Safety valve preventing deliberate overloading
• All settings can be adjusted from the top (when installed)
• Closing range from approximately 170°
• Large adjustment range: Height 6 mm, lateral 10mm, length 9 mm
• Galvanised cement box
• For leaf width up to 1400 mm
• For leaf weights up to 300 kg

Application Range/Product Code
Single action: BZ552NV
Double action: BZ550NV

Brass cover plate available on request (BR for brass and SS for stainless steel).
Includes mechanism, cover plate, top centre and strap.

Additional options: Spindle extensions (5 mm to 50 mm)
 Pivot lever & guide rail
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Accessories

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS
Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

GBC41000SR 
GEZE Double Action Top Centre for Timber or Aluminium Doors

GBD4001 
GEZE Boxer Double Action Top Centre for Aluminium Doors

GBC98000MF 
GEZE Double Action Bottom Strap for Timber or Aluminium Doors

GBD4901 
1 Pair Cover Caps for Single Action Top Centre

GBD4902 
1 Pair Cover Caps for Single Action Top Centre

GBD4903 
Cover Cap for Single Action Bottom Strap (Specify LH or RH)

GBD4904 
Cover Cap for Single Action Bottom Strap (Specify LH or RH)

GBD5002 
Brass Cover Plate for BD4001-DCLSA Double Action Top Centre

GBD8501 
Screw Pack with Spacer for Floorspring 

Accessories

GBB50100MF
TS500N EN3 Mechanism Non Stand Open

GBB500NVMF 
TS500NV Mechanism Stand Open

GBB50000MF 
TS500N EN3 Mechanism Stand Open

GBB501NVM
TS500NV Mechanism Non Stand Open

GBB550NVMF 
TS550NV Mechanism

GBC50000SS 
TS500 Stainless Steel Cover Plate

GBC50000BR 
TS500 Brass Cover Plate

GBC55000SS 
TS550NV Stainless Steel Cover Plate

GBC55000BR 
TS550NV Brass Cover Plate

GBC42002MF
GEZE Single Action Top Centre for Timber or Aluminium Doors

GBC22062MF 
GEZE Single Action Bottom Strap for Timber or Aluminium Doors
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GLASS SYSTEMS

Door Technology

Door Technology 

OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS, INTEGRATED DOOR CLOSERS & FLOORSPRINGS

Automatic Flush Bolts, Door Selectors & Magnets

Pivot Sets

GMC100100 
Adaptor Bracket for Door Selector

GAD90001AA 
Magnetic Door Release Unit 24 Volt. 40 Kg Holding Force (See AD9002AA  
for Floor Mounting Brackets)

GAD90002AA 
Wall Mounting Brackets for Magnetic Door Release Unit

BZ4010SS 
Pivot Set Complete with Top Centre and Screw Pack Stainless Steel

GBD4010 
Cone & Strap for Pivot
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Glass Systems Glass Systems

GEZE Patch Fittings for Toughened GlassGEZE Patch Fittings for Toughened Glass

Glass Systems 

PATCH FITTINGS
Glass Systems

PATCH FITTINGS

GEZE PATCH FITTINGS FOR TOUGHENED GLASS

RANGE OF APPLICATIONS:

Page 14

Feb 2014
Prices exclude VAT and are for registered vendors only

37�
�3

2 242 2

MAX. DOOR LEAF WEIGHT:  100 kg.

MAX. DOOR LEAF WIDTH:     1000mm.

MAX. DOOR LEAF HEIGHT:    2800mm.

GLASS THICKNESS:                8 /10 / 12mm. (UP TO 19MM ON REQUEST)

TORQUE:                                   M6 SCREWS 15Nm.

M8 SCREWS 20Nm.

DOOR WEIGHT CALCULATION:

WIDTH (M) x HEIGHT(M) x 2.5 factor x Glass thickness in (mm) = Y kg.

Range of applications
Maximum Door Leaf Weight: 100 kg
Maximum Door Leaf Width: 1000 mm
Maximum Door Leaf Height 2800 mm
Glass Thickness: 8 / 10 / 12 mm (up to 19 mm on request)
Torque: M6 Screws 15 Nm
 M8 Screws 20 Nm

Door Weight Calculation
Width (M) x Height (M) x 2.5 factor x Glass thickness in (mm) = Y kg.

Bottom patch fitting: PT10
Available in: Aluminium:  GCPT10AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT10SS

Top patch fitting: PT20
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT20AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT20SS

Top pivot plate: PT24
Available in:  Aluminium: GCPT24AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT24SS

Over Panel patch fitting: PT30SS/AL
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT30AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT30SS

Over panel and side panel patch fitting: PT40
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT40AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT40SS

Over panel/side panel connection with fin: PT41L/R
Available in:  Aluminium: Left hand: GCPT41LAL
                        Right hand: GCPT41RAL

Over panel/side panel connection patch fitting: PT63
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT63AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT63SS

Over panel connection patch fitting: PT70
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT70AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT70SS

Glass to glass connection patch fitting: PT80
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT80AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT80SS

Centre Lock: US50
Available in: Aluminium: GCPUS50AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPUS50SS

Centre Strike for US50: GK50
Available in: Aluminium: GCPGK50AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPGK50SS

Bottom lock: PL50
Available in: Aluminium: GCPL50AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPL50SS

Connection patch fitting for wall fixing: PT90
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT90AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT90SS

Retractable top pivot: PT21
Available in: Aluminium: GCPT21AL
 Satin Stainless steel: GCPT21SS

Fixing bracket for wall fixing: CPT30
  GCPT30
 

Bottom pivot bearing for free swing pivot doors: CRP71
  GCRP71
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MANUAL SLIDING SYSTEMS

GEZE Door Rails for 8, 10 & 12 mm Toughened Glass

Standard 83 mm Rails

Glass Systems

DOOR RAILS

Glass Systems Glass Systems
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GEZE DOOR RAILS FOR 8, 10 & 12mm TOUGHENED GLASS PROD. GROUP CP

STANDARD 83MM RAILS

SATIN ALUMINIUM NATURAL ALUMINIUM

GR100/1SA                                                 

1224.30

GR100/1NA                                                 

1224.30
GR100/2SA                                                 

1557.60

GR100/2NA                                                 

1557.60
GR100/3SA                                                 

1369.50

GR100/3NA                                                 

1369.50
GR100/4SA                                                 

1705.00

GR100/4NA                                                 

1705.00
GR100/5SA                                                 

1012.00

GR100/5NA                                                 

1012.00
GR100/6SA                                                 

1331.00

GR100/6NA                                                 

1331.00
GR101/1SA                                                 

1236.40

GR101/1NA                                                 

1236.40
GR101/2SA                                                 

1569.70

GR101/2NA                                                 

1569.70
GR101/3SA                                                 

1381.60

GR101/3NA                                                 

1381.60
GR101/4SA                                                 

1716.00

GR101/4NA                                                 

1716.00
GR101/5SA                                                 

1069.20

GR101/5NA                                                 

1069.20
GR100/6SA                                                 

1388.20

GR100/6NA                                                 

1388.20

Page 17

Feb 2014

  <1000MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) SIDELIGHT RAIL

ALL RAILS INCLUDE GASKETS FOR 10MM OR 12MM GLASS (PLEASE ADVISE WHEN ORDERING) 

103MM RAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

  <1400MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) SIDELIGHT RAIL

  <1000MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH 15MM TOP PIVOT (NO LOCK)

  <1400MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH 15MM TOP PIVOT (NO LOCK)

  <1000MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH SLIDING DOOR (AUTO) FITTING

  <1400MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH SLIDING DOOR (AUTO) FITTING

  <1000MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH 15MM TOP PIVOT (WITH LOCK)

  <1400MM TOP RAIL (83MM) WITH 15MM TOP PIVOT (WITHLOCK)

DESCRIPTION

  <1000MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) WITH D/A STRAP ONLY (NO LOCK)

  <1400MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) WITH D/A STRAP ONLY (NO LOCK)

  <1000MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) WITH D/A STRAP (WITH LOCK)

  <1400MM BOTTOM RAIL (83MM) WITH D/A STRAP (WITH LOCK)

SPRING LOADED FLOOR SOCKET

KEEPER CUP PLATE

Description Satin Aluminium Natural Aluminium

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) with D/A Strap only (no lock) GGR100/1SA GGR100/1NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) with D/A Strap only (no lock) GGR100/2SA GGR100/2NA

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) with D/A Strap (with lock) GGR100/3SA GGR100/3NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) with D/A Strap (with lock) GGR100/4SA GGR100/4NA

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) Sidelight Rail GGR100/5SA GGR100/5NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm) Sidelight Rail GGR100/6SA GGR100/6NA

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with 15 mm Top Pivot (no lock) GGR101/1SA GGR101/1NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with 15 mm Top Pivot (no lock) GGR101/2SA GGR101/2NA

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with 15 mm Top Pivot (with lock) GGR101/3SA GGR101/3NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with 15 mm Top Pivot (with lock) GGR101/4SA GGR101/4NA

<1000 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with Sliding Door (Auto) Fitting GGR101/5SA GGR101/5NA

<1400 mm Bottom Rail (83 mm)  with Sliding Door (Auto) Fitting GGR100/6SA GGR100/6NA

 All rails include gaskets for 10 mm or 12 mm glass.

103 mm Rails available on request.

GEZE Levolan 60
Wide range of possible uses

With the compact Levolan 60 sliding door system, GEZE has created a new sophisticated solution to design easy-to-use, manual 
sliding doors for interior use. Small fitting dimensions and the linear design with a slim, 50-millimetre-high runner track suit every 
installation situation. The discreet fitting technology can be used for door leaf weights of up to 60 kg. The fitting technology is 
completely integrated in the runner track, optimising the overall design and making fast and straightforward installation possible.

The Smart fix installation system is a particular advantage – it can be used for the simple and straightforward installation of fittings

Product features

• Door leaves made of glass, wood, 
metal or plastic with weights up 
to 60 kg.

• Suitable for installation on the 
wall, on the ceiling, in the lintel or 
on a glass fanlight

• Flexible modular system: only 1 
runner track for both ceiling and 
wall installation

• Fast and simple installation with 
just one installation tool (Allen 
key) and one open-ended wrench 
for safety

Technical data

Product features GEZE Levolan 60
Leaf weight up to 60 kg
Leaf material Glass (8-12 mm, without glass machining), wood, metal, plastic
Fastening Wall, ceiling, glass fanlight
Levolan SoftStop Left, right, both sides
Colours EV1, simulated stainless steel, RA L
Height adjustment Cam, +/- 3 mm
Number of cycles 100,000 (DIN EN 1527 and DIN EN 1670)
Corrosion protection class 3 (DIN EN 1527 and DIN EN 1670)
Outer dimensions 50 x 50 mm

GEZE offers a wide range of solutions for functional, optically outstanding and extremely durable sliding door systems. These enable 
considerable design freedom and planning flexibility.
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MANUAL SLIDING SYSTEMS

Manual Sliding Systems

GEZE Rollan 40 N / Rollan 80
The quiet roller-guided sliding door systems for simple sliding concepts

The quiet GEZE Rollan 40 N and Rollan 80 roller-guided sliding door systems enable uncomplicated integration of sliding concepts 
in indoor spaces. The ceiling and wall ! xing supports diverse use, including in through-doors, partition walls and cloakrooms. The 
level contact surface of the running track reduces the noise generated on opening and closing. The running track can be uniformly 
used for Rollan 40 N and Rollan 80 and for any leaf material. This reduces planning and storage costs and therefore enables simple 
adjustment to changing use circumstances. Equally, the closed version of the running track prevents the penetration of dust and dirt. 
The distance between the door leaf and track can be easily set or readjusted using the suspension bolt, even when installed.

The complete sets consist of the running track with differing length, 2 roller carriages, 2 carrier plates, 2 tube buffers and 1 floor 
guide. A hold-open spring is also included in the Rollan 80 set. Alternatively, the track (6 m long or bespoke length) and the 
accessories can be ordered separately.

Product features

• For wood, metal and glass doors
• A glass connection patch is 

available for glass leaves
• For all single and multi-leaf sliding 

doors
• Due to its smooth running it is 

particularly suitable for doors in 
the home and office

Technical data

Product features GEZE Rollan 40 N / Rollan 80
Door material Wood, Plastic, Metal, Glass
Leaf weight (max.) 40 kg
Leaf weight (max.) 40 / 80 kg
Number of leaves 1-leaf, 2-leaf
Test cycles 50000
Corrosion protection class 1
Type of installation Wall installation , Ceiling installation
Telescope  -
Automated  -
Fixed panel -
Draw-in damping ● max. 40 kg

● = yes    = not available   

GEZE Levolan 150
The stainless steel designer fittings for all-glass sliding doors

GEZE Levolan 150 with its compact and small dimensions offers an almost invisible and light-running glass clamping roller carriage 
for single, multiple and synchronous all-glass doors. The pane is guided directly in the fitting - suspension parts are thus invisible, 
omitting the need for additional facing. The discrete design adapts to suit the layout of any environment.

Product features

• For interior doors of up to 150 kg
• Wall and floor installation
• Runner height is only 63 mm
• Clamping jaws enable the use of 

glass elements without needing 
to process the glass

• The high-quality bearings and the 
maintenance-free running gear 
ensure that the glass elements are 
easy to operate and move quietly 
and smoothly with the least 
amount of force

Technical data

Product features GEZE Levolan 150
Door material Glass
Leaf weight 150 kg
Number of leaves 1-leaf, 2-leaf
Corrosion protection Class 2
Type of installation Wall installation, ceiling installation
Telescope
Automated
Fixed panel ●

Draw-in damping ●

● = yes    = not available   
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Manual Sliding SystemsManual Sliding Systems

GEZE Perlan 140
Multi-faceted uses with individual accessories

The discrete design supports every required room effect and makes the sliding door system with its accessories a guarantee for 
elegant and individual solutions. Even opening heavy doors is child‘s play. The Perlan 140 offers permanent quiet smooth through 
two precision ball bearings per roller carriage, track design and large-dimensioned carrier rollers. The inner, sealed ball bearings 
provide corrosion protection for the slightly damp interior rooms and are therefore also suitable, for example, for bathroom doors. 
The running track made of anodised lightweight metal alloy reduces attrition and also provides increased corrosion protection. The 
profile has no interfering edges, and all accessory parts run in the rail. The Perlan 140 is therefore ideally suited for mounting in the 
visible area. The distance between the leaf and the wall can be adjusted using the wall attachment bracket, in this way the door can 
be set to the individual situation, e.g. for precise mounting of the running rail if there is any unevenness in the masonry.

There are a large number of complete sets for all kinds of different applications. These always contain all the parts required to install 
the sliding door: Running track available in different lengths and with suitable fixing bracket, e.g. for wall fixing, roller carriages, 
carrier plates, tube buffer and floor guide. Alternatively, the track (6 m long or bespoke length) and the accessories can be ordered 
separately. On request the running rail is also available curved.

Product features

• For wood, plastic, glass and metal 
leaves up to 140 kg leaf weight

• Diverse additional parts are 
available for glass doors, e.g. glass 
connection patch, fixed panel 
holders on GGS holders

• For all single, multi-leaf and 
synchronous sliding doors

• Simple, direct ceiling mounting 
or fixing onto the wall and ceiling 
using an angle bracket

• The smooth running and use of 
high-quality materials as well as 
the quality workmanship make 
it especially suitable for doors in 
highly frequented residential and 
office areas

Technical data

Product features GEZE Perlan 140
Door material Wood, Plastic, Metal, Glass
Leaf weight (max.) 140 kg
Corrosion protection class 2
Type of installation Wall installation , Ceiling installation
Telescope ●

Automated ●

Fixed panel ●

Draw-in damping ● max. 40 kg

● = yes    = not available   

GEZE Apoll
The roller sliding door fitting system for particularly heavy industrial doors

Apoll, the largest roller sliding door fitting system from GEZE, can be used to implement all heavy sliding door systems, such as, car 
park sliding gates. Apoll has already proved itself to be successful in conveyor and moving systems and as mounting aids in trade and 
industry. The sendzimir galvanisation of the steel running rail and the other parts ensure high protection from corrosion.

Product features

• For all sliding doors
• For all door materials
• For side and soffit-fixing
• For conveying and shifting 

systems
• As mounting aids for trade and 

industrial applications
• For heavy loads, see below

Load-bearing capacity of track with 
700 mm bracket space
Size 0 150 kg/m
Size 1 350 kg/m
Size 2 600 kg/m

Technical data

GEZE Apoll Number of rollers Material of rollers Permissible door  
weight of sliding doors

Roller load  
of conveyors *

Size 0 single steel 75 kg 50 kg
single plastic 50 kg 2 5 kg
double steel 150 kg 100 kg
double plastic 100 kg 50 kg

Size 1 single steel 175 kg 100 kg
single plastic 100 kg 50 kg
double steel 350 kg 200 kg
double plastic 200 kg 100 kg

Size 2 single steel 300 kg 200 kg
single 
double steel 600 kg 300 kg
double s s s

● = yes    = not available   * central suspended load
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GEZE swing door drive ECturn
Electromechanical swing door drive for single-leaf single-action internal doors

This extremely quiet electromechanical swing door drive meets the requirements of barrier-free construction. It makes life easier and 
more convenient – particularly for people with mobility problems or little strength. Doors can comfortably be opened automatically, 
or opened manually and closed automatically. The GEZE ECturn can be operated both in low-energy mode and in automatic mode 
in accordance with DIN 18650. In low-energy mode, the drive moves the swing door at reduced speed. The use of safety sensors 
to safeguard the system is only necessary in individual cases, taking the user group into account. In automatic mode, however, the 
swing area of the door must always be safeguarded with safety sensors. An optional battery ensures maximum safety even in the 
event of a power failure. This swing door drive covers all internal application cases. The ECturn is very flexible and permits all hinge 
variants, both for DIN left-hand and DIN right-hand doors.

Open and close doors easily

The swing door systems For large and heavy doors, as well as frequently used doors from GEZE make it easier to pass through doors 
whenever manual operation is too cumbersome or difficult. The outstanding features of the systems include reliability and safety, as 
well as a clear and modern design. GEZE implements building-specific solutions and guarantees planners maximum design freedom.

The electromechanical ECturn drive allows internal doors to be opened and closed gently and easily for barrier-free access.

Thanks to their uniquely small overall height of only seven centimetres, the drives in the Slimdrive range can be fitted almost invisibly 
to any building architecture.

The electrohydraulic TSA range is the first choice for doors in frequently used areas. Durability and strength are the characteristics of 
this range.

DIN 18650

The industrial standard DIN 18650 was created to be able to guarantee operators and users of automatic doors optimum safety. GEZE 
swing door systems with automatic function have been type-tested to DIN 18650 and certified.

Application range

• Barrier-free internal doors
• Hotels and restaurants
• Hospitals and nursing homes for 

the elderly
• Educational institutions e.g. 

schools, nursery schools, day care 
centres

• Leisure facilities, e.g. swimming 
baths, thermal baths, sport and 
fitness centres

• Administration and public 
buildings

• Homes

Product features GEZE ECturn
Height 60 mm
Width 580 mm
Depth 60 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1-leaf 125 kg
Leaf width (min.-max.) 650 – 1100 mm
Soft depth (max.)* 200 mm
Door overlap (max.)* 50 mm
Drive type Electromechanical
Door opening angle (max.)* 110 °
Left-hand ●

Right-hand ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with link arm ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with guide rail ●

Transom installation hinge side with guide rail ●

Door leaf installation opposite hinge side with guide rail ●

Door leaf installation hinge side with guide rail ●

Door leaf installation hinge side with link arm ●

Mechanical latching action 
Electrical latching action ●

Electrical closing sequence control 
Mechanical closing sequence control 
Disconnection from mains Main switch in the drive
Activation delay (max.) 10 S
Operating voltage (min.) 110 V
Operating voltage 230 V
Frequency of supply voltage 50 – 60 Hz
Capacity rating 75 W
Power supply for external consumers (24 V DC) 600 mA
Temperature range -15 – 50 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Operating modes Off, Automatic, Permanently open, Night
Type of function Fully automatic
Automatic function ●

Low-energy function ●

Servo function 
Key function ●

Inverse function (opening by spring force) 
Draught-proofing 
Obstruction detection ●

Automatic reversing ●

Push & go Adjustable
Operation Programme switch TPS, Programme switch integrated in the drive
Parameter setting Programme switch DPS, Controller
Approvals DIN 18650
Suitable for fire proof doors

● = yes    = not available   * depending on type of installation

Technical data
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GEZE swing door drive Slimdrive EMD
Electromechanical swing operator for 1 and 2-leaf single-action doors
The electromechanical swing door drive GEZE Slimdrive EMD stands out due to its numerous areas of application. The compact drive 
is only 7 cm high and can move large and heavy internal and external doors comfortably and quietly. This makes the Slimdrive EMD 
the ideal solution wherever efficiency has to be coupled with silent running. State-of-the-art control technology combined with a 
low-wear and maintenance-free high-power motor guarantees reliable operation even for doors which are heavily frequented. All 
door parameters e.g. opening and closing speed as well as latching action, can be optimally adapted. Manual door opening can 
be supported by the drive (servo function) and ensures that even heavy doors can be more easily opened manually. The push & 
go function can be activated on request, i.e. the door is only slightly opened by hand and the automatic actuation opens the door 
completely. In low-energy mode, the drive moves the door at reduced speed. The optional CAN interface can be used to meet 
demanding requirements e.g. air lock control.

Application range

• Internal and external doors
• Railway stations and airports
• Hotels and restaurants
• Hospitals and nursing homes for 

the elderly
• Education institutions e.g. schools, 

nursery schools, day care centres
• Leisure facilities, e.g. swimming 

baths, thermal baths, sport and 
fitness centres

• Administration and public 
buildings

• Food industry

Product features GEZE  Slimdrive  
EMD

GEZE Slimdrive 
EMD-F

GEZE Slimdrive 
EMD F-IS

GEZE Slimdrive 
EMD Invers

Height 70 mm
Width 650 mm
Depth 121 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1-leaf 180 kg
Hinge size (min.-max.)* 2-leaf 1500 – 2800 mm
Leaf width (min.-max.)* 750 – 1400 mm
Soft depth (max.)* 300 mm
Door overlap (max.)* 30 mm
Drive type Electromechanical
Door opening angle (max.)* 115 °
Spring pre-load EN3 – EN6
Left-hand ● ● ● ●

Right-hand ● ● ● ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with link arm ● ● ● ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with guide rail ● ● ● ●

Transom installation hinge side with guide rail ● ● ● ●

Door leaf installation opposite hinge side with guide rail 
Door leaf installation hinge side with guide rail ● ● ● ●

Door leaf installation hinge side with link arm 
Mechanical latching action ● ● 

Electrical latching action ● ● ● ●

Electrical closing sequence control ● ● ● ●

Mechanical closing sequence control ● 

Disconnection from mains Cable plug connection
Activation delay (max.) 20 S
Operating voltage 230 V
Frequency of supply voltage 50 – 60 Hz
Capacity rating 230 W
Power supply for external consumers (24 V DC) 1200 mA
Temperature range -10 – 50 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Operating modes Off, Automatic, Permanently open, Shop closing, Night
Type of function Fully automatic
Automatic function ● ● ● ●

Low-energy function ● ● ● ●

Servo function ● ● ●

Key function ● ● ● ●

Inverse function (opening by spring force) ●

Draught-proofing ● ● ● ●

Obstruction detection ● ● ● ●

Automatic reversing ● ● ● ●

Push & go Adjustable
Operation Programme switch DPS, Programme switch MPS, Programme switch 

TPS, Programme switch integrated in the drive
Parameter setting Programme switch DPS
CAN interface Optional
Approvals DIN 18650 DIN 18650 

DIN 18263-4
DIN 18650 
DIN 18263-4 
Closing sequence 
cont roller tested 
acc. to EN 1158

DIN 18650

Suitable for fire proof doors ● ●

● = yes    = not available   * depending on type of installation

Technical data
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GEZE swing door drive TSA 160 NT
Electrohydraulic swing operator for 1 and 2-leaf single-action doors

The TSA 160 NT is an electronically controlled hydraulic swing door system for single-action doors made of wood, steel, aluminium 
or plastic with leaf weights of up to 310 kg and leaf widths up to 1600 mm. The drive works with a hydraulic pump system during 
opening. The closing process is by means of a closing spring mechanism and adjustable hydraulic valves. The TSA 160 NT also has 
low power consumption and is low-maintenance. The door can be opened by hand in the event of a power failure. Manual opening 
is also possible with with motor operation switched on. A reinforced and highly stable link arm meets the requirements of large and 
heavy doors which are highly frequented. The TSA 160 NT masters large amounts of foot traffic reliably and easily.

Application range

• Internal and external doors
• Railway stations and airports
• Hotels and restaurants
• Hospitals and nursing homes for 

the elderly
• Department stores and shopping 

centres
• Education institutions e.g. schools, 

nursery schools, day care centres
• Leisure facilities, e.g. swimming 

baths, thermal baths, sport and 
fitness centres

• Administration and public 
buildings

• Food industry

Product features GEZE TSA 160 
NT

GEZE TSA 160 
NT Invers

GEZE TSA 160 
NT IS

GEZE TSA 160 
NT EN7

Height 100 mm
Width 690 mm
Depth 121 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1-leaf 250 kg 310 kg
Hinge size (min.-max.) 2-leaf 1470 – 2800 mm 1470 – 2800 mm
Leaf width (min.-max.) 690 – 1400 mm 690 – 1600 mm
So! t depth (max.)* 350 mm 300 mm
Door overlap (max.)* 20 mm
Drive type Electrohydraulic
Door opening angle (max.)* 115 °
Spring pre-load  EN3 – EN6** EN7
Z-variant (pulling) ● ● ●

Z-variant (pushing) ●

Left-hand ● ● ● ●

Right-hand ● ● ● ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with link arm ● ● ● ●

Transom installation opposite hinge side with guide rail 
Transom installation hinge side with guide rail ● ● ● ●

Door leaf installation opposite hinge side with guide rail 
Door leaf installation hinge side with guide rail 
Door leaf installation hinge side with link arm 
Mechanical latching action ● ● ●

Electrical latching action 
Electrical closing sequence control ● ● ● ●

Mechanical closing sequence control ●

Disconnection from mains Not available
Activation delay (max.) 10 S
Operating voltage 230 V
Frequency of supply voltage 50 – 60 Hz
Capacity rating 300 W 400 W
Power supply for external consumers (24 V DC) 1200 mA
Temperature range -10 – 60 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Operating modes Off, Automatic, Permanently open, Shop closing, Night
Type of function Fully automatic
Automatic function ● ● ● ●

Low-energy function 
Servo function 
Key function ● ● ● ●

Inverse function (opening by spring force) ●

Draught-proofing ● ● ● ●

Obstruction detection ● ● ● ●

Automatic reversing ● ● ● ●

Push & go Adjustable
Operation Programme switch DPS, Programme switch MPS, Programme switch TPS, 

Programme switch integrated in the drive
Parameter setting Programme switch DPS, Controller
Approvals DIN 18650
Suitable for fire proof doors
Use on smoke and fire doors (F-variant) ● ●

● = yes    = not available   * depending on type of installation

Technical data
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Slimdrive
Reduction and perfection are close friends. GEZE offers a complete 
range of automatic door drives with 7 cm operator height, type-
approved and certified in accordance with DIN18650. The very low 
construction height enables almost invisible integration into the 
façade.

ECdrive
The linear sliding door system 
GEZE ECdrive offers numerous 
convincing benefits at an 
excellent cost/performance 
ratio. The drive is suitable for 
doors in high traffic areas. 
The ECdrive covers door 
leaf weights of up to 120 kg 
and is uncompromisingly 
reliable. High-quality materials 
and the latest control 
technology guarantee high 
efficiency. Servicing costs are 
considerably reduced thanks 
to the self-cleaning roller 
carriage. The rounded hood 
in the elegant GEZE design 
gives the system an attractive 
appearance.

Variety and safety

Automatic sliding door drives in particular often have to meet above-average demands in terms of functionality and economy. GEZE 
sliding door systems are suitable for universal use.

Automatic sliding doors from GEZE can be realised in the following drive series: Slimdrive, ECdrive and Powerdrive.

Technical data

Product features S L SL-FR
For 1-leaf door systems ● ●

For 2-leaf door systems ● ●

Height 70 mm
Depth 1 89 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1 -leaf 120 kg
Leaf weight (max.) 2-leaf 120 kg
Opening width 1-leaf 700 – 3000 mm
Opening width 2-leaf 900 – 3000 mm
Temperature range -15 – 55 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Disconnection from power supply Main switch in the drive
Opening speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Closing speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Hold-open time 0 – 60 S
Adjustable opening and closing force (max.) 150 N
Automatic adaptation to traffic flow ● ●

Automatic reversal when an obstacle is detected ● ●

Pharmacy opening ● ●

Lock function ●

Vestibule function ●

Automatic opening in the event of a power failure Adjustable Fitted as standard
Automatic closing in the event of a power failure Adjustable
Function in the event of a power failure Adjustable for 30 min. / 30 cycles Open
Automatic opening in the event of a fault Fitted as standard
Approvals DIN 18650

BGR232
DIN EN ISO 13849: Performance
Level D

DIN 18650
BGR232
DIN EN ISO 13849: Performance
Level D
AutSchR

● = yes    = not available

Technical data

Product features ECdrive ECdrive FR
For 1-leaf door systems ● ●

For 2-leaf door systems ● ●

Height 120 / 150 mm
Depth 175 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1-leaf 120 kg
Leaf weight (max.) 2-leaf 120 kg
Opening width 1-leaf 7 00 – 3000 mm
Opening width 2-leaf 900 – 3000 mm
Temperature range -15 – 55 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Disconnection from power supply Main switch in the drive
Opening speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Closing speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Hold-open time 0 – 60 S
Adjustable opening and closing force (max.) 150 N
Automatic adaptation to traffic flow ● ●

Automatic reversal when an obstacle is detected ● ●

Pharmacy opening ● ●

Lock function ● 

Vestibule function ● 

Automatic opening in the event of a power failure Adjustable Fitted as standard
Automatic closing in the event of a power failure Adjustable 
Function in the event of a power failure Adjustable for 30 min. / 30 cycles Open
Automatic opening in the event of a fault Fitted as standard
Approvals DIN 18650

BGR232
DIN EN ISO 13849: Performance
Level D

DIN 18650
BGR232
DIN EN ISO 13849: Performance
Level D
AutSchR

● = yes    = not available
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Technical data

Product features PL PL-FR PL-HT
For 1-leaf door systems ● ● ●

For 2-leaf door systems ● ●

Height 150 / 200 mm 300 mm
Depth 185 mm
Leaf weight (max.) 1-leaf 200 kg 160 kg 200 kg
Leaf weight (max.) 2-leaf 200 kg 160 kg
Opening width 1-leaf 700 – 3000 mm 800 – 2500 mm
Opening width 2-leaf 800 – 3000 mm
Passage height (max.) 2800 mm
Temperature range -15 – 55 °C
Enclosure rating IP 20
Disconnection from power supply Main switch in the drive
Opening speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Closing speed (max.) 0,8 m/s
Hold-open time 0 – 60 S
Adjustable opening and closing force (max.) 150 N
Automatic adaptation to traffic flow ● ● ●

Automatic reversal when an obstacle is detected ● ● ●

Pharmacy opening ● ● ●

Lock function ● ●

Vestibule function ● ●

Automatic opening in the event of a power failure Adjustable Fitted as standard Adjustable
Automatic closing in the event of a power failure Adjustable Adjustable
Function in the event of a power failure Adjustable for 30 min./ 

30 cycles
Open Adjustable for 30 min./ 

30 cycles
Automatic opening in the event of a fault Fitted as standard
Approvals DIN 18650 

BGR232 
DIN EN ISO 13849: 
Performance Level D

DIN 18650 
BGR232 
DIN EN ISO 13849: 
Performance Level D 
AutSchR

DIN 18650 
BGR232 
DIN EN ISO 13849: 
Performance Level D

● = yes    = not available

Powerdrive PL
The trademarks of the Powerdrive series 
are convenience and safety even for heavy 
doors. Large entrances and opening widths 
combined with high leaves make special 
demands on door drive technology. And 
this is exactly where the strengths of the 
Powerdrive come into their own. Economic 
and powerful, this drive moves heavy door 
leaves up to 200 kg (in the emergency 
exit route version up to 160 kg). Optimum 
running characteristics and low wear 
thanks to compatible profiling of the rollers 
and running rail allows use in areas with 
high through-traffic volume

Manual revolving door
We recommend manual revolving 
doors with a diameter of approx. 
3000 mm for buildings with a limited 
flow of visitors. Larger manual 
doors are possible (up to max. 3600 
mm), however, the comfort of use 
is considerably reduced due to the 
increased exertion of force and the 
increased friction of the brushes. The 
doors can be operated by slightly 
pushing them. The door is spacious 
but small enough to be operated by 
everybody without any effort. The 
door is not equipped with a motor, 
it has no transmission and no safety 
devices and is therefore moderately 
priced.

Focal point of the entrance area
The entrance area is the poster child of your building and thus of your enterprise. Therefore it is imperative to validate the positive 
optical impression through the faultless function of the door system even in the case of high access frequency. GEZE revolving doors 
meet these requirements and enthral planers, owners and users of buildings. The practically unlimited freedom of design and the 
full range of materials and colours fulfil even highest architectural demands. Open and closed at the same time, revolving doors 
eliminate draught. Owing to an entrance area without draught the area in direct vicinity to the entrance can be used commercially 
and at the same time noise, dust and dirt are kept outside. The clear physical separation into interior and exterior area and the energy 
that is saved thereby offer clear cost advantages and makes the use of revolving doors even more advantageous.
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Fully-automatic revolving door

The fully-automatic door with movement detectors is suited for high access frequency. These door systems can be produced up to 
a maximum internal diameter of 3600 mm. The automatic revolving door is activated via inside and outside movement detectors. 
Upon activation the door accelerates and rotates in an automatic speed. Thus the revolving door offers high comfort and smooth 
and troublefree passage. The automatic speed is adjustable and the after-running function can be freely adjusted for the modes of 
operation “summer“ (elongated after-running) and ”winter“ (no after-running function). As further option a “button for the disabled“ 
can be installed inside and outside of the door. By operating this switch the revolving speed is reduced in order to allow wheelchair 
users or hampered persons to pass the revolving door without any problems. This reduced speed can also be adjusted. At the end 
of the after-running period the revolving door reduces the speed in all modes of operation and stops in the final position, where 
the door leaf seals tightly against the side walls thus leaving all disturbing environmental determants such as draught, automobile 
exhaust, cold and noise outside.

All-glass revolving door

The revolving door with the GEZE all-glass system offers highest transparency. The entire drive and control technology are concealed 
in the floor. The high-quality surface of the aluminium profiles which are reduced to a minimum with soft edges implies discreet 
elegance. The drum walls of the all-glass revolving doors are made of curved laminated glass and only the glass edges have narrow 
cover profiles. The door leaves consist of finely-framed toughened safety glass and two half-shelves of annealed glass form the 
roof that is fixed by point fittings of stainless. GEZE realises individual, object-related solutions for revolving doors. Door systems 
with three and four leaves with clear passage heights of up to 3000 mm and freely selectable diameters of 1800 – 3300 mm can be 
realised as well as all mentioned types of drives.
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Revolving Door SystemsRevolving Door Systems

Automatic Door SystemsAutomatic Door Systems

Automatic Door Systems 

AUTOMATIC SWING, SLIDING & REVOLVING DOOR SYSTEMS
Automatic Door Systems 

AUTOMATIC SWING, SLIDING & REVOLVING DOOR SYSTEMS
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Product features
TSA 325 NT  
All modes of 
operation

TSA 325 NT GG  
All modes of 
operation

Dimensions
Inner diameter (freely selectable)
(special dimensions on request) 

1800–3600 mm 1800–3300 mm

Number of leaves 
Clear passage height

3 or 4 leaves 3 or 4 leaves

(special dimensions on request) 2100– max. 3000 mm 2100– max. 3000 mm
Canopy height (depending on drive)

75 mm/200 mm 16-20 mm glass roof
(special dimensions on request) 
Revolving door for the use in escape and rescue routes suitable not possible
Door construction
Side walls in all-glass panels 16 mm ● ●

Side walls with sheet panels 20 mm ● 

Flat thermally insulated aluminium panels 34 mm ● 

Screwless construction of toughened safety glass (ESG) 10 mm ● ●

Roof construction
As dust protection roof with wood covering ● 
Optical sheet covering ● 
Waterproof roof with two waterspouts ● 
Surface of the aluminium components
Powder coating in accordance with RAL ● ●

Anodised ● ●

Colour anodised acc. to sample ● ●

Anodised similar to stainless steel ● ●

Covered with stainless steel, ground
(grain size 240) mirror-polished 

● ●

Night-time locking mechanisms and locking of the door
Night-time locking mechanism manual and automatic ● ●

Night-time locking inside and outside running ● Outside running only
Night-time locking of curved laminated glass 10 mm (VSG) or  
curved aluminium panels 

● ●

Manual locking of the door leaf ● ●

Automatic locking of the door leaf ● 
Further options
Door handles horizontal or vertical ● ●

Illumination with LEDs ● 
Floor ring ● ●

Floor mat ● ●

Underfloor operator ● ●

Button for the disabled ● ●

Air curtain ● On request

● = option    = not possible

Technical data Passage capacity

3 leaves 4 leaves

Internal diameter 
(exemplary)

Capacity 
Persons/hour

Persons/minute Capacity 
Persons/hour

Persons/minute

2000 mm 1203 20 1604 26

2400 mm 1002 16 1336 22

2800 mm 1718 28 2291 38

3200 mm 2256 37 3008 50

3600 mm 2005 33 2673 44

All stated values refer to the maximum capacity in one direction and a peripheral speed of 0,7 m/s
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Revolving Door Systems

Automatic Door Systems 

AUTOMATIC SWING, SLIDING & REVOLVING DOOR SYSTEMS
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Passage widths

For manual revolving doors 3 leaves 4 leaves
Inner diameter (exemplary) Glass in frame Glass in frame
2000 mm 1945 mm 1370 mm
2400 mm 1145 mm 1652 mm
2800 mm 1345 mm 1934 mm
3200 mm 1545 mm 2216 mm
3600 mm 1745 mm 2498 mm

For automatic revolving doors 3 leaves 4 leaves
Inner diameter (exemplary) Glass in frame Glass in frame
2000 mm 1895 mm 1325 mm
2400 mm 1097 mm 1609 mm
2800 mm 1297 mm 1893 mm
3200 mm 1497 mm 2177 mm
3600 mm 1697 mm 2461 mm

VENTILATION SYSTEMS
HEAT AND SMOKE EXTRACTION (RWA) & NATURAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS
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Summary of window typesWindow Technology
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Ventilation SystemsVentilation Systems

Ventilation Systems 

HEAT AND SMOKE EXTRACTION (RWA) & NATURAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS
Ventilation Systems

HEAT AND SMOKE EXTRACTION (RWA) & NATURAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS

GEZE provides a variety of solutions for different 

requirements for all aspects of window opening 

and closing. The product range is diverse and 

ranges from fanlight opening systems, fitting 

solutions for large windows and drive systems for 

daily airing and ventilating, to complete fresh air 

supply and exhaust air solutions for safe and fast 

natural smoke extraction (SHEV) in the event of fire.

Ventilation systems are used for comfortable daily 

ventilation. Their area of application includes 

bottom or top hung windows opening inwards and 

top hung windows opening outwards. Solutions 

for special shapes are also offered, eg. angular, 

triangular, semi-circular and segmental arch 

windows opening inwards.

The most important task of preventative fire 

protection is to keep emergency exits smoke-free, 

to enable people to find their way to safety on 

their own, if possible. Smoke and heat extraction 

systems (RWA) divert the smoke efficiently from the 

building after automatic or manual triggering.

The basic/standard RWA systems consist of at least

• The opening system (fresh and exhaust air)

• The emergency power supply unit

• The RWA switch

• The automatic release, eg. smoke detector

Other components are optional.

4  Top windows and bottom doors open to create 
chimney effect for smoke to escape

2  Building filling up with smoke when fire 
appears

1  Building fitted with RWA System

3  Building filled with smoke trapping smoke and 
prevents escape through emergency exits

Bottom hung casement 
inward opening

Side hung casement 
inward opening

Vertically pivoted casement 
inward opening to the left

Bottom hung casement 
outward opening

Side hung casement 
outward opening

Vertically pivoted casement 
inward opening to the right

Top hung casement 
inward opening

Horizontally pivot hung casement 
inward opening

Louvre window

Top hung casement 
outward opening

Horizontally pivot hung casement 
outward opening

Skylight 
outward opening

Spindle drive

Rain/wind control

Opening and 
locking system

Exhaust air system Fresh air system

Signal inputs

Alarm group

Ventilation group

Timer

RWA switch

Chain drive Retractable arm 
drive
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Solid Satin Lever on Rose with Escutcheon 
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Lever on Rose with Escutcheon  
(Complete set)

Satin Lever on Rose with Escutcheon Solid Satin Lever on Rose with Escutcheon (22 mm Complete Set)

Door Furniture & Accessories 

STAINLESS STEEL LEVER FURNITURE
Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL LEVER FURNITURE

Door Furniture & AccessoriesDoor Furniture & Accessories

Marseilles Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole DB113AK69
 Cylinder DB113AC69
 Bath/WC DB113AW69

Timor Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole GED910RK01
 Cylinder GED910RC01
GED0640069 

Tahiti Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole GED910RK01
 Cylinder GED910RC01
GED0150069 

Bartow Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD051K069
 Cylinder EDD051C069
ED/051 Bath/WC EDD051WC69
 Latch EDD0510069

Trinity Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD001K069
 Cylinder EDD001C069
ED/001 Bath/WC EDD001WC69
 Latch EDD0010069

Stockholm Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole DB114AK69
 Cylinder DB114AC69
 Bath/WC DB114AW69

Jamaica Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole GED910SC01
 Cylinder GED910SK01
 Bath/WC GED910RW01
GED0560069 Available Square Backplate:
 Keyhole GED910SPK01
 Cylinder GED910SPC01
 Available Curved Backplate:
 Keyhole GED910CPK01
 Cylinder GED910CPC01

Luzon Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole GED910RC01
 Cylinder GED910RK01
GED0660069 Available Square Backplate:
 Keyhole GED910SPK01
 Cylinder GED910SPC01
 Available Curved Backplate:
 Keyhole GED910CPK01
 Cylinder GED910CPC01

Available on narrow style backplate cylinder cut out only

Available on narrow style backplate cylinder cut out only

Available on narrow style backplate cylinder cut out only

Available on narrow style backplate cylinder cut out only
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Door Furniture & Accessories 

STAINLESS STEEL BACKPLATES

BackplatesKeyhole and Cylinders 
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Door Furniture & Accessories Door Furniture & Accessories

Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL ESCUTCHEONS

GED910SK01 
Square satin stainless steel key hole escutcheon

GED910SC01
Square satin stainless steel cylinder hole escutcheon

GED910RK01 
Round satin stainless steel key hole escutcheon

GED910RW01 
Square satin stainless steel WC escutcheon

GED910RC01 
Round satin stainless steel cylinder hole escutcheon

GEDD908RC69
Round stainless steel profile cylinder escutcheon

GEDD908RK69
Round stainless steel key hole escutcheon

GEDD908RW69
Stainless steel bath/wc indicator complete with turn

Square Backplate Key
240 mm x 50 mm

GED910SPK01

Square Backplate Cylinder
240 mm x 50 mm

GED910SPC01

Curved Backplate Key
240 mm x 50 mm

GED910CPK01

Curved Backplate Cylinder
240 mm x 50 mm

GED910CPC01
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Back to Back Pull HandlesTubular Lever on Rose with Escutcheon (19 mm Complete Set) 
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Door Furniture & Accessories 

STAINLESS STEEL PULL HANDLES
Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL LEVER FURNITURE

Daytona Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD101K069
 Cylinder EDD101C069
EDD/101 Bath/WC EDD101WC69
 Latch EDD1010069

Palmetto Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD060K069
 Cylinder EDD060C069
EDD/060 Bath/WC EDD060WC69
 Latch EDD0600069

Pinelles Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD105K069
 Cylinder EDD105C069
EDD/105 Bath/WC EDD105WC69
 Latch EDD1050069

Sanford Available Escutcheon:
Matt Keyhole EDD104K069
 Cylinder EDD104C069
EDD/104 Bath/WC EDD104WC69
 Latch EDD1040069

JHB216

JHB216/300
GEKA2163069 (Pair)
Length: 300 mm
CTC: 230 mm

JHB216/450
GEKA2164569 (Pair)
Length 450 mm
CTC 350 mm

JHB216/600
GEKA2166069 (Pair)
Length 600 mm
CTC 180 mm

JHB418

JHB418/300 
GEKA4183069 (Pair)
Length 300 mm
CTC 180 mm

JHB418/450
GEKA4184569 (Pair)
Length 450 mm
CTC 350 mm

JHB418/600
GEKA4186069 (Pair)
Length 600 mm
CTC 425 mm

JHB146

JHB146/300
GEKA1463069 (Pair)
Length 300 mm
CTC 285 mm

JHB146/450
GEKA16464569 (Pair)
Length 450 mm
CTC 435 mm

JHB146/600
GEKA1466069 (Pair)
Length 600 mm
CTC 575 mm

JBS209 

JBS209/350
GEKA2093569 (Pair)
GEJA2093569 (Bolt Through)

Length 375 mm
CTC 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JBS209 Offset 

JBS209OS/350 
GEKA2093669 (Pair)
GEJA2093669 (Bolt Through)

Length 375 mm
CTC 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JC212 

JC212/350
GEKA2123569 (Pair)
GEJA2123569 (Bolt Through)

Length 388 mm
CTC 350 mm
Diameter 38 mm
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Satin Stainless Steel Pull Handles with Rose
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Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL PULL HANDLES

JD213 Pull Handle

JD213/111
GEKA2131169 (Pair)
GEJA2131169 (Bolt 
Through)
Length: 130 mm
CTC: 111 mm
Diameter 19 mm

JD213/152
GEKA2131569 (Pair)
GEJA2131569 (Bolt 
Through)
Length: 171 mm
CTC: 152 mm
Diameter 19 mm

JD213/305
GEKA2133069 (Pair)
GEJA2133069 (Bolt 
Through)
Length: 330 mm
CTC: 305 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JD213/350
GEKA2133569 (Pair)
GEJA2133569 (Bolt 
Through)
Length: 375 mm
CTC: 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JDC215/350 
Pull Handle

JDC215/350
GEKA2153569 (Pair)
GEJA2123569 (Bolt Through)
Length: 375 mm
CTC: 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JI235
Pull Handle

JI235/300
GEKA2353069 (Pair)
GEJA2353069 (Bolt Through)
Length: 370 mm
CTC: 300 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JI235/450
GEKA2354569 (Pair)
GEJA2354569 (Bolt Through)
Length: 520 mm
CTC: 450 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JS203 
Pull Handle

JS203/200
GEKA2032069 (Pair)
GEJA2032069 (Bolt Through)
Length: 200 mm
CTC: 150 mm
Diameter 19 mm

JS206 
Pull Handle

JS206/350
GEKA2064069 (Pair)
GEJA2064069 (Bolt Through)
Length: 400 mm
CTC: 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

Door Furniture & Accessories
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Satin Stainless Steel Pull Handles with Rose

Paraplegic Grab Rails
Available on request.

Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL PULL HANDLES

JS206 Offset
Pull Handle

JS206OS/350
GEKA2064169 (Pair)
GEJA2064169 (Bolt Through)
Length: 400 mm
CTC: 350 mm
Diameter 25 mm

JSS233 
Pull Handle

JSS233/286
GEKA2336169 (Pair)
GEJA2336169 (Bolt Through)
Length: 610 mm
CTC: 286 mm
Diameter 32 mm

Flush valve back rail Side grab rail Cistern back rail
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1.6 mm Brushed Stainless Steel Pull Handles on Backplate

079/

Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL PULL HANDLES ON BACKPLATE

Door Furniture & AccessoriesDoor Furniture & Accessories
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1.6 mm Brushed Stainless Steel Pull Handles on Backplate (Squared corners, counter sunk holes)

075/

Door Furniture & Accessories

STAINLESS STEEL PULL HANDLES ON BACKPLATE

Bolt Thru Pull Handles
111 x 19 on 1.6 mm Stainless Steel Backplate
160 x 160 mm

GEP075/160 GEP13069 (Each)

Bolt Thru Pull Handles
111 x 19 on 1.6 mm Stainless Steel Backplate
160 x 160 mm. Cylinder cut out left hand.

GEP075/160CL GEP13069CL (Each)

Bolt Thru Pull Handles
111 x 19 on 1.6 mm Stainless Steel Backplate
160 x 160 mm. Cylinder cut out right hand.

GEP075/160CR GEP13069CR (Each)

Bolt Thru Pull Handles
111 x 19 on 1.6 mm Stainless Steel Backplate
160 x 160 mm. Keyhole cut out left hand.

GEP075/160KL GEP13069KL (Each)

Bolt Thru Pull Handles
111 x 19 on 1.6 mm Stainless Steel Backplate
160 x 160 mm. Keyhole cut out right hand.

GEP075/160KR GEP13069KR (Each)

1.6 mm Stainless Steel Pushplate
160 x 160 mm

GEP079/160 GEP15069 (Each)

0.9 mm Stainless Steel Kickplate
160 x 770 mm

GEP080/160 GEP16069 (Each)

0.9 mm Stainless Steel Kickplate
320 x 770 mm

GEP080/320 GEP32069 (Each)

Daytona
19 mm Lever 1.6 mm Backplate
160 mm x 160 mm

GEDE/101C GEDE101DC69 (Pair)
GEDE/101K GEDE101DK69 (Pair)
GEDE/101W GEDE101DW69 (Pair)
GEDE/101L GEDE101DL69 (Pair)

Hostel Lock
19 mm Lever 1.5 mm Backplate
160 mm x 160 mm

GGZZW8569L Left hand complete
GGZZW8569R Right hand complete

Consists of:
1 x 730/68
1 x GIG955933338MK
1 x GIG95800507MK
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Door Furniture & Accessories 

ALUMINIUM LEVER FURNITURE

Lever on Rose with Escutcheon
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Accessories

Door Furniture & Accessories 

 STAINLESS STEEL ACCESSORIES

Floor Mounted Doorstop
With Rubber Buffer

139/69
GESC11069

Floor Mounted Doorstop

140/69
GESC00069

Wall Mounted Doorstop

141/69
GESC00969

Hat & Coat Hook
With Rubber Buffer

154/69
GESD00169

Edinburgh
Satin

Lever on formed backplate GDB189EC01
Fixed to backplate GDB189EK01

Dubai
Satin

Lever on formed backplate GDB107EC01
Fixed to backplate GDB107EK01

Verona Available complete with 
escutcheon:

Satin Keyhole GDB151AK01
 Cylinder GDB151AC01
GDB151001 Bath/WC GDB151AW01
 Lever on formed backplate: 
 Keyhole GDB151BK01
 Cylinder GDB151BC01
 Latch GDB151BL01

Evolution Available complete with 
escutcheon:

Satin Keyhole GDB113AK01
 Cylinder GDB113AC01
GDB113001 Bath/WC GDB113AW01
 Lever on formed backplate: 
 Keyhole GDB113BK01
 Cylinder GDB151BC01
 Cylinder GDB113BC01
 Latch GDB113BL01
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Door Furniture & Accessories

ALUMINIUM LEVER FURNITURE
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Door Furniture & Accessories

ALUMINIUM PULL HANDLES ON BACKPLATE
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Lever on Rose with Escutcheon

Tokyo Available complete with 
escutcheon:

Satin Keyhole GDB171AK01
 Cylinder GDB171AC01
DB1710001 Bath/WC GDB171AW01
 Lever on formed backplate: 
 Keyhole GDB171BK01
 Cylinder GDB171BC01
 Latch GDB171BL01

Stuart Available complete with 
escutcheon:

Polished Keyhole GEC006AK01
 Cylinder GEC006AC01
EC006A001 Bath/WC GEC006AN01
 Lever on formed backplate: 
 Keyhole GEC006BK01
 Cylinder GEC006BC01
 Lever on 160mm x 160mm  
 3 mm backplate: 
 Keyhole GEC006DK01
 Cylinder GEC006DC01
 

160 Series (Rounded corners, counter sunk holes)

Bolt Through Pull Handle 111 x 20 mm on 3mm Plate
048/

GEIE38075 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 75 mm

GEI16001 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 75 mm

GEIE38160 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 160 mm

GEI16601 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 160 mm

GEIE38160CL 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out of left hand

GEI1601CL 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out left hand

GEIE38160CR 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out of right hand

GEI1601CR 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out right hand

GEIE38160KL 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 160 mm
Keyhole cut out of left hand

GEI1601KL 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out left hand 

GEIE38160KR 
Aluminium Backplate: 160 x 160 mm
Keyhole cut out of right hand

GEI1601KR 
Aluminium Pushplate: 160 x 160 mm
Cylinder cut out right hand 

Ocala Available complete with 
escutcheon:

Polished Keyhole GEC005AK01
 Cylinder GEC005AC01
GEC005A001 Bath/WC GEC005AN01
 Lever on formed backplate: 
 Keyhole GEC005BK01
 Cylinder GEC005BC01
 Lever on 160mm x 160mm  
 3 mm backplate: 
 Keyhole GEC005DK01
 Cylinder GEC005DC01
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Door Furniture & Accessories 

ALUMINIUM ESCUTCHEONS
Door Furniture & Accessories 

ALUMINIUM ESCUTCHEONS

Aluminium Escutcheons 
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GDB124RC01
Round polished aluminium cylinder hole escutcheon

GDB124RK01
Round polished aluminium key hole escutcheon

GDB124RW01 
Round, polished aluminium bath/WC escutcheon

GDB926RC01
Narrow style satin aluminium cylinder hole 
escutcheon

Lever on Rose with Escutcheon – Narrow Style

Brass/Satin Chrome Furniture

Passion Available narrow style on rose:
Satin Cylinder GDB143ANC01
 
GDB143E001 Lever on narrow style backplate:
  GDB143BNC01

Tokyo Available narrow style on rose:
Satin Cylinder GDB171ANC01
 
GDB171E001 Lever on narrow style backplate:
  GDB171BNC01
 

Titan Lever on formed backplate:
Polished Keyhole GEE158K76
 Cylinder GEE158C76
GEE158 
 
 
 
 

Edinburgh Lever on narrow style backplate:
Satin Cylinder GDB189BNC01
 
GDB189E001 
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Door Furniture & Accessories

ALUMINIUM LEVER FURNITURE
Door Furniture & Accessories

ENGRAVING
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Anodised Satin Aluminium Pull Handles – Round Bar

040/
Back to Back 

GEIA11101 (Pair)
Length: 131 mm
CTC: 111 mm
Diameter 20 mm
GEIA22501(Pair)
Length: 245 mm
CTC: 225 mm
Diameter 20 mm
GEIA30001 (Pair)
Length: 320 mm
CTC: 300 mm
Diameter 20 mm

042/
Cranked Back to Back

GEIB22501 (Pair)
Length: 247 mm
CTC: 225 mm
Diameter 22mm
GEIAB30001 (Pair)
Length: 325 mm
CTC: 300 mm
Diameter 22mm

045/
Bolt Through

GEIC11101 (Pair)
Length: 131 mm
CTC: 111 mm
Diameter 20mm
GEIC22501 (Pair)
Length: 245 mm
CTC: 225 mm
Diameter 20mm
GEIC30001 (Pair)
Length: 320 mm
CTC: 300 mm
Diameter 20mm

047/
Cranked Bolt Through

GEID22501 (Each)
Length: 247 mm
CTC: 225 mm
Diameter 22 mm
GEID30001 (Each)
Length: 325 mm
CTC: 300 mm
Diameter 22 mm

050/
Aluminium Roses (Flat)

GEIEO000 (Pair)
Bolt Size: 40 mm / 8.5 mm

Engraving & Special Preparation (Stainless steel squared corners, counter sunk holes) 

160 x 160 mm Plate 

Teacup (T)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/T
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/T

Fire Extinguisher (FEXT)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/FE
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/FE

Male/Female (MF)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/MF
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/MF

Fire Hydrant (FH)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/FH
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/FH

Male (M)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/M
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/M

Fire Hose Reel (FHR)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/FHR
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/FHR

Female (F)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/F
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/F

Electrical (E)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/E
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/E

Infant (I)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/I
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/I

Telkom (TEL)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/TEL
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/TEL

Paraplegic (P)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/P
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/P

Arrow (A)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/A
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/A

Running Man (RML) (RMR)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm: 
GEO166101E/RM
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/RM

Non Smoking (NON)
Aluminium Full Infill 3mm:
GEO166101E/NS
1.2mm Stainless Steel Outline only:
GEP15069E/NS
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BUTT HINGES, SUNDRIES & BOLTS
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Flush Pulls

Ring Flush Pull

055/01

SAA Flush pull 120 mm x 50 mm GEDS429M001

056/76

Brass Satin Chrome 65 mm x 50 mm GEDS50076

055/69

Stainless steel 102 x 90 x 39 x 51 mm GDS429M069

055R/69

Stainless steel 27 x 17 x 24 x 120 x 40 mm GEDS429M069

Stainless Steel Butt Hinges  

Brass Heavy Duty Necked Barrel Bolts

Brass Heavy Duty Barrel Bolts

090/64

102 x 75 x 3 mm Stainless Steel Rising butt hinge – self closing
Right hand GERO20064R
Left hand GERO20064L

095/76

‘4 x 3’ (100 x 75) x 3 mm Two Ball 
Bearing Butt Hinge (Pair) GER210076

090/65

102 x 75 x 3 mm Stainless Steel Falling butt hinge – self closing
Right hand GERO20065R
Left hand GERO20065L

095/75

‘4 x 3’ (100 x 75) x 2 mm 
Satin stainless steel washered GER210076

102

150 x 26 mm Brass Necked (Each) GER15071
150 x 26 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GER15076
200 x 32 mm Brass Necked (Each) GER20071
200 x 32 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GER20076

101

150 x 32 mm Polished Brass (Each) GERS15071
150 x 32 mm Brass Bright Chrome (Each) GERS15075
150 x 32 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GERS15078
200 x 32 mm Polished Brass (Each) GEGRS25071
200 x 32 mm Brass Bright Chrome (Each) GERS20075
200 x 32 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GERS20076
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BUTT HINGES, SUNDRIES & BOLTS

Brass Cabin Hooks

Lever Flush Bolts

Rebate Conversion Sets

106/

100 mm Polished Brass (Each) GERT106071
100 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GERT16076
150 mm Polished Brass (Each GERT106171
150 mm Brass Satin Chrome (Each) GERT106176

123/

150 x 19 mm Stainless Steel (Each) GESA150069
200 x 19 mm Stainless Steel (Each) GESA20069

120  /  122

150 x 20 mm Satin Chrome (Each) GESA15001
300 x 20 mm Satin Chrome (Each) GESA30001
150 x 20 mm Polished Brass (Each) GESA15071
300 x 20 mm Polished Brass (Each) GESA30071

130  /  131  /  132

Brass Plated Rebate Conversion Set – 76mm locks GESB00053
NP Rebate Conversion Set – 76mm locks GESB00081
Rebate for 700 Series lock (Architectural) GESB10075
Rebate Conversion for N/style lock GESB20069 

Doorstops

Hat & Coat Hooks

Floor mounted Doorstop
139/

Aluminium Floor Mounted with Rubber Buffer (Each) GESC11001
Stainless Steel Floor Mounted with Rubber Buffer (Each) GESC11069

Hat & Coat Hook
154/01

Aluminium with Rubber Buffer (Each) GESD00101

Floor mounted Doorstop
140/

Aluminium Satin Anodised Floor Mounted (Each) GESC00001
Brass Plated Floor Mounted (Each) GESC00053
Stainless Steel Floor Mounted (Each) GESC00069
Satin Chrome Plated Floor Mounted (Each) GESC00083

Hat & Coat Hook
154/69

Stainless Steel with Rubber Buffer (Each) GESD00169

Wall mounted Doorstop
141/

Stainless Steel Wall Mounted GESC00969
Polished Brass Wall Mounted GESC00971
Satin Chrome Brass Wall Mounted GESC00976

Zinc alloy foot operated doorstop
143/
 GESC20001

Magnetic door holder
144/
 GESC30001
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LOCKCASES
Door Furniture & Accessories 

WC INDICATOR BOLTS

Bath/WC Indicator Bolts

Satin/Chrome, WC Indicator Bolt
170/83

Satin Chrome  (Set) GESE00083

Mortice WC Indicator Turn with Lock
194/01

Mortice W/C with Lock  (Set) GESE00201

Lock and indicator available separately.

Mortice WC Indicator Turn for disabled with Lock
195/01

Mortice Turn for Disabled with Lock  (Set) GESE00202

Lock and indicator available separately.

Helping Hand L/H or R/H
295/01

Helping Hand L/H or R/H  (Set) GESE00203

Mortice Lockcases 76 mm 

Profile Cylinder Sashlock
325/  330/
Reversible  Drawback Latch
Chrome on Steel GGA170O51 Chrome on Steel GGA171O51
Brass Plated GGA170O53 Polished Brass GGA171O71
 

Bathroom/WC Indicator Sashlock
334/  334/8mm
Sashlock  8 mm Follower
Chrome on Steel GGA180O51 Chrome on Steel GGA180O51
Polished Brass GGA180O71 Polished Brass GGA180O71

Bathroom/WC Deadlock
344/  344/8mm
5 mm Follower  8 mm Follower
Chrome on Steel GGA280O51 Chrome on Steel GGA280O51
Polished Brass GGA281O71 Polished Brass GGA281O71

4 Lever Deadlock
340/
Chrome on Steel GGA242N51 
Polished Brass GGA242N71 

Profile Cylinder Deadlock
342/
Chrome on Steel GGA270O51 
Polished Brass GGA270O71 
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LOCKCASES
Door Furniture & Accessories

LOCKCASES

700 Series

Architectural Lockcases 76mm

Cylinder Sashlock
730/68
No Keys

Stainless Steel GGA171068

Profile Cylinder Deadlock
742/68
No Keys

Stainless Steel GGA270068

Profile WC Bathroom Sashlock
734/68
No Keys

Stainless Steel GGA280068

Euro Pattern Lock Cases

Profile Cylinder Sashlock with Drawback Latch
625/
Case Size  40 Backset 25 Stainless Steel  GGE172568 
Case Size  50 Backset 35 Stainless Steel  GGE173568 
Case Size 75 Backset 50 Stainless Steel GGE175068
Case Size 75 Backset 50 Polished Brass GGE175071

Profile Cylinder Deadlock
642/
Case Size  40 Backset 25 Stainless Steel  GGE272568 
Case Size  50 Backset 35 Stainless Steel  GGE273568 
Case Size 65 Baskset 40 Stainless Steel GGE274068 
Case Size 70 Backset 50 Stainless Steel GGE275068 

Profile Cylinder Deadlock with Adjustable Roller Bolt Latch
662/
Case Size  40 Backset 25 Stainless Steel  GGE372568 
Case Size  50 Backset 35 Stainless Steel  GGE373568 
Case Size 75 Backset 50 Stainless Steel GGE375068
Case Size 75 Backset 50 Polished Brass GGE375071 
Case Size 85 Backset 60 Stainless Steel GGE376068
Case Size 85 Backset 60 Polished Brass GGE376071

Adjustable Roller Latch
661/
Case Size  44 Backset NA Stainless Steel  GGE311068
Case Size  44 Backset NA Polished Brass GGE311071

Profile Cylinder Clawbolt Lock
670/
Case Size  40 Backset 25 Chrome on Steel GGE570O51
Case Size  40 Backset 25 Polished Brass GGE570O71

4 Lever Wingbolt Lock
684/
Case Size  55 Backset 39 Chrome on Steel GGE742N51 
Case Size  55 Backset 39 Polished Brass GGE742N71

Profile Cylinder Wingbolt Lock
690/
Case Size  55 Backset 39 Chrome on Steel GGE750N51
Case Size  55 Backset 39 Polished Brass GGE770O71
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CYLINDERS

GEZE Normal Profile Cylinders 

GEZE Single Knob Cylinder 40 mm Std

N/PL GIG950930109

GEZE Single Cylinder 40 mm Std

Brass GIG950930109
N/PL GIG950930108

GEZE Double Cylinder 60 mm Std

Brass GIG950930301
N/PL GIG950930308

GEZE Single Cylinder 43 mm Std

Brass GIG950933101
N/PL GIG950933108

GEZE Double Cylinder 66 mm Std

Brass GIG950933331
N/PL GIG950933338

GEZE Knob Cylinder 60 mm Std

Brass GIG955930301
N/PL GIG955930308

GEZE Knob Cylinder 66 mm Std

Brass GIG955933331
N/PL GIG955933338

GEZE Privacy Cylinder 66 mm Std

Brass GIG956933331
N/PL GIG956933338

GEZE Master Keyed Cylinders

GEZE Single Cylinder 40 mm MK

Brass GIG950930101M
N/PL GIG950930108M

GEZE Double Cylinder 60 mm MK

Brass GIG950930001M
N/PL GIG950930308M

GEZE Single Cylinder 43 mm MK

Brass GIG950933101M
N/PL GIG950933108M

GEZE Double Cylinder 66 mm MK

Brass GIG950933331M
N/PL GIG950933338M

GEZE Knob Cylinder 60 mm MK

Brass GIG955930301M
N/PL GIG955930308M

GEZE Knob Cylinder 66 mm MK

Brass GIG955933331M
N/PL GIG955933338M

GEZE Master Key Padlock

Brass GIG95800507MK

Normal profile contractors range of cylinders available.
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PANIC HARDWARE
Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

The Exidor 200 series panic and emergency hardware carries the Certifire quality mark, is fire rated and is CE marked for safety to 
ensure peace of mind.

The Exidor 200 range combines attractive styling and quality engineering with a choice of fixed or adjustable bolts.

The Exidor 300 range of panic and emergency hardware offers all the benefits of the 200 series, but with the technology and 
convenience of Pullman latches, offering a smoother and quieter operation, together with greater security. The 300 series is also 
available as a mortice actuator for use with a cylinder mortice night latch.

The Exidor 300 series offers a choice of either horizontal or vertical Pullman latches.

Both the 200 and 300 series are certified to the European standards:
BS EN179 – For offices, factories etc.
BS EN1125 – For areas of entertainment, public buildings etc.

Certified to 200,000 uses, the 200 and 300 series are available in latch or bolt versions, and accessories include a choice of outside 
access devices, dogging device, alarm unit, steel door fixing pack and a choice of keeps for different door materials and applications.

Single Doors 293 Two Point Locking
Classification No. 376813428A
EN 179:2008

The Exidor 293 is an elegant and highly functional panic bolt for single and 
double door applications. Standard features include an automatic top trip and 
easy clean floor socket. The main body is fitted with an anti-thrust device, which 
prevents leverage of both the top and bottom shoot bolts from their sockets.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted

Standard sizes
Standard size panic bolts are suitable for single doors up to 2440 mm high. 
Special sizes are available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:
• Adjustable shoots (suffix ‘A’ after the product code – 293 only)
• Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)

Exidor threshold seal ES1 can be fitted as an alternative to the floor keep, Exidor 
adjustable shoots must be used. Please suffix CB on the product code ie.  
293A/CB (See Exidor Door Seal Range leaflet for details)

Single Doors 294 Two Point Locking 
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

The Exidor 294 is an elegant and highly functional panic bolt for 
single and double door applications. Incorporated as standard is 
an automatic top trip and easy clean floor socket. The main body is 
fitted with an anti-thrust device, which prevents leverage of both 
the top and bottom shoot bolts from their sockets.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted
• Closed arm design

Standard sizes
Standard size panic bolts are suitable for single doors up to 
1220 mm wide and 2440 mm high. Special sizes are available on 
request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:
• Adjustable shoots (suffix ‘A’ after the product code – 293 only)
• Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)
• Microswitch (suffix ‘MS’ after the product code)

GEZE code: GHA2940

GEZE Code: GHA2930

Rebated Double Doors 285 Three & Four Point Locking 
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

The Exidor 285 for rebated double 
doors is a complete package consisting 
of a panic latch (296), a panic bolt (294) 
and a box keep (300).
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel 

doors
• Surface mounted
• Closed arm design

Standard sizes
Standard size panic bolts are suitable 
for single doors up to 1220 mm wide 
and 2440 mm high. Special sizes are 
available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:
• Adjustable shoots (suffix ‘A’ after the product code – 285 only)
• Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)
• Microswitch (suffix ‘MS’ after the product code)

GEZE code: GHA2850
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200 & 300 Series

Bolts & Latches

Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

Single Doors 297 Single Point Locking 
Classification No. 376813428A
EN 179:2008

The Exidor 297 is a surface mounted rim latch for single and double 
door applications. Simply depressing the pad provides safe and 
speedy exit in the event of an emergency, whilst maintaining 
security against intrusion. An adapter for use with a rim cylinder for 
outside access is supplied as standard.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted
• Adapter supplied for operating with a rim cylinder

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic bolts can be supplied with:
• Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)

GEZE code: GHA2970

Single Doors 296 Single Point Locking 
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

The Exidor 296 is designed for single and double door 
applications. The unit is operated by a downward thrust 
of the cross bar to give a speedy exit in panic situations. 
An adapter for use with a rim cylinder for outside access is 
supplied as standard.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted
• Adapter supplied for operating with a rim cylinder
• Closed arm design

Standard sizes
Standard size panic latches are suitable for single doors up 
to 1220 mm wide. Special sizes are available on request.

Additional options
The Exidor reversible panic latches can be supplied with:
• Steel door fixings (suffix ‘SD’ after the product code)
• Microswitch (suffix ‘MS’ after the product code)

GEZE code: GHA2960

Emergency Exit Hardware
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PANIC HARDWARE

200 Series

Bolts & Latches

Single doors HZ3110 Two point locking complete with Pullman Latch kits
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

Single panic bolt complete with shoots and cross bar
Suitable for single doors up to 2440 mm (h) x 1220 mm (w)

 

Rebated Double doors HZ3170 Three point locking complete with Pullman 
Latch kits
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

Double panic bolt with shoots and cross bar
Suitable for rebated double doors up to 244 0mm (h) x 1830 mm (w)

 

GEZE code: GHZ3110SR

GEZE code: GHZ3120SR
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200 & 300 Series

Bolts & Latches

Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

322 Lever Operated Outside Access Devices 
The Exidor 322 offers a lever operated outside access device that meets the dimensional requirements of BS8300 and approved 
Document ‘M’ (DDA).

The 322 is supplied with 3 keys and has the advantage that a master keyed 
45 mm Euro profile cylinder can be used. Suitable for use with the Exidor 200 & 
300 series, the 322 offers access from the outside of the door. 
• Non-handed
• Meets the dimensional requirements of BS8300 and approved Document ‘M’ 

(DDA)
• Lever is supplied with special shear screw designed to break under excessive 

force
• Surface mounted on the outside of the door using three concealed machine 

screws
• Same fixing points as the 302 OAD – easy retro fit
• Supplied as standard for doors up to 55 mm thick
• Longer spindles available on request for door thicknesses over 55 mm and 

70mm

Performance
When locked, the lever is fixed in the horizontal position and the shear screw is 
designed to break under excessive force to prevent unauthorised entry. When 
unlocked, the lever, spindle and mechanism engage allowing the shoots, 
latch or Pullman latches to be withdrawn from the outside. The lever remains 
engaged until the mechanism is re-locked.

Finishes
A choice of finishes are available. However, plated finishes are not recommended 
for external environments as harsh conditions can break down the plating.

GHB302/C –  Single profile cylinder standard or master keyed to be 
ordered separately (see page 109).

EZE code: GHA3220

Emergency Exit Hardware
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200 & 300 Series

Bolts & Latches

298 Knob Operated Outside Access Devices 
All the Exidor 200/300 series OADs have been certified for use with the  
Exidor 200/300 range of bolts and latches. The use of any other OAD will invalidate the CE marking on these 
products.

The Exidor 298 is an economical OAD supplied with 2 keys and a 5 pin cylinder which cannot be master keyed. Suitable for use with 
the Exidor 200 & 300 series bolts and latches, the Exidor 298 offers access from the outside of the door.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted on the outside of the door using 

concealed machine screws
• Supplied as standard for doors up to 60 mm thick
• Longer spindles and screws are available on 

request for door thicknesses over 60 mm

GEZE code: GHA2980

302 Knob Operated Outside Access Devices 
The Exidor 302 is supplied with 3 keys and has the advantage that a master keyed 40 mm oval or Euro profile cylinder can be used. 
Suitable for use with the Exidor 200 & 300 series bolts and latches, the Exidor 302 offers access from the outside of the door.
• Non-handed
• Fire rated for use on timber and steel doors
• Surface mounted on the outside of the door using 

concealed machine screws
• Supplied as standard for doors up to 45 mm thick
• Longer spindles and screws are available on 

request for door thicknesses over 45 mm

Performance
When locked, the mechanism is disengaged allowing 
the knob to freely rotate. When unlocked, the knob, 
spindle and mechanism engage allowing the shoots 
or latches of the panic bolt, or the panic latch, to 
be withdrawn from the outside. The knob remains 
engaged until it is re-locked.

Finishes
A choice of finishes are available. However, plated 
finishes are not recommended for external 
environments as harsh conditions can break down the 
plating.

GEZE code: GHA3020
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400 Series

Touch Bar (Continued)

Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

400 Series

Touch Bar

400 series Touch Bar – certified to the European Standard BS EN1125: 2008, carrying the Certifire quality mark, 
fire rated and CE marked for safety and peace of mind. 

Combining smooth stylish lines with quality British engineering, the Exidor Touch Bar provides the best solution for emergency exits, 
and is even stylish enough for the most integrated of interiors.

Certified to 200,000 uses, the 400 series is suitable for use in public buildings such as hotels, schools, hospitals and prestige office 
developments, where the door mass does not exceed 200 kg.

The range is available in single, two or three point locking systems, using vertical or horizontal Pullman latches. Accessories include 
alarm and microswitch units, outside access devices for entry from the external side, as well as an electronic latch retraction option 
which, when integrated with an access control system, gives security as well as emergency egress.

Product features
• Suitable for wood or steel doors
• CE marked for safety
• Certified to EN1125: 2008
• Non handed
• Deadlocking latch bolt
• Certifire approved for timber and steel doors
• Patented lip to prevent intentional or accidental jamming
• Two standard sizes
• 5 Special sizes
• Other sizes to order.
• Standard colours: silver, black with green or white with green Touch Bar
• Plated and other RAL/Hewi colours available on request.
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Bolts & Latches

Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

Single Doors 501-B Single Point Locking
Classification No. 37601322AA
EN 1125:2008

501-P Push Pad Emergency Exit Latch for 
Wooden Doors

501-P/AD Push Pad Emergency Exit Latch for 
Aluminium Doors

The Exidor 501-B panic latch is designed for single 
and double door applications. The Slimline 38 mm 
wide footprint makes it particularly suitable for use 
on doors with narrow stiles. The unit is operated 
by a thrust of the cross bar to give a speedy exit 
in panic situations. For situations that require the 
panic latch to be linked to a monitoring or alarm 
system, a microswitch can be fitted in the slave 
unit. The microswitch closes/opens an electrical 
circuit when the cross bar is operated. Combining 
smooth stylish lines with the excellence of British 
engineering and a high quality powder coated 
finish ensures the 501-B is stylish enough for use in 
the most prestigious buildings with integrated interiors.
• Non-handed
• CE marked for safety
• Surface mounted
• 38 mm wide footprint
• Suitable for doors with narrow stiles
• Standard colours: silver, white with green cross bar and black with red cross bar
• Available in most RAL colours

GEZE code: GHA501/B

500 Series

Bolts & Latches

The Exidor 500 Series panic and emergency hardware offers a modern, aesthetically pleasing style providing optimum safety and 
security, and is certified to the European standards to ensure peace of mind.

BS EN179 – For offices, factories etc.
BS EN1125 – For areas of entertainment, public buildings etc.

With smooth stylish lines, high quality powder coated finishes and the excellence of British engineering, the Exidor 500 series 
provides the best solution for panic and emergency exits and is stylish enough for use in prestigious buildings with integrated 
interiors.

Offered as a complete package, including specialist keeps and fixings, the range is designed for use on doors with narrow stiles, and 
there is a selection of products specifically for doors constructed from wood, aluminium or UPVC.

The unique UPVC ‘once size fits all’ keeps ensure that the Exidor 500 series can be specified with the confidence of knowing that the 
panic and emergency hardware will fit every time, regardless of the UPVC profile.

The range combines attractive colours and styling with quality engineering, and offers a choice of adjustable bolts, or the smoother 
and quieter action of either vertical or horizontal Pullman latches. Certified to 200,000 users, the Exidor 500 series offers a range of 
accessories including a choice of outside access devices, upgrade kits, Pullman latch kits and a variety of keeps for different door 
materials and applications. 

Single Doors 501-P Single Point Locking
Classification No. 37601322BA
EN 179:2008

501-P Push Pad Emergency Exit Latch for Wooden Doors
501-P/AD Push Pad Emergency Exit Latch for Aluminium 
Doors

The Exidor 501-P is a surface mounted rim latch for single  
and double door applications. The slimline 38mm wide  
footprint makes it particularly suitable for use on doors with 
narrow stiles. Simply depressing the pad provides safe and 
speedy exit in the event of an emergency, whilst maintaining 
security against intrusion. Combining smooth stylish lines  
with the excellence of British engineering and a high quality 
powder coated finish ensures the 501-P is stylish enough  
for use in the most prestigious buildings with integrated 
interiors.
• Non-handed
• CE marked for safety
• Surface mounted
• 38 mm wide footprint
• Suitable for doors with narrow stiles
• Standard colours: silver, white with green push pad and black with red push pad
• Available in most RAL colours

GEZE code: GHA501/P
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500 Series

Bolts & Latches

Emergency Exit Hardware 

PANIC HARDWARE

Single Doors 512-P Two Point Locking
Classification No. 37601322BA
EN 179:2008

The Exidor 512-P panic latch is designed for single and double door applications. The Slimline 38 mm 
wide footprint makes it particularly suitable for use on doors with narrow stiles. The unit is operated by 
a thrust of the cross bar to give a speedy exit in panic situations. For situations that require the panic 
latch to be linked to a monitoring or alarm system, a microswitch can be fitted in the slave unit. The 
microswitch closes/opens an electrical circuit when the cross bar is operated. Combining smooth stylish 
lines with the excellence of British engineering and a high quality powder coated finish ensures the  
512-P is stylish enough for use in the most prestigious buildings with integrated interiors.

• Non-handed
• CE marked for safety
• Surface mounted
• 38 mm wide footprint
• Suitable for doors with narrow stiles
• Standard colours: silver, white with green cross bar and black with red cross bar
• Available in most RAL colours

Single Doors 512-B Two Point Locking
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

The Exidor 512-B panic latch is designed for single and double door applications. The Slimline 38 mm 
wide footprint makes it particularly suitable for use on doors with narrow stiles. The unit is operated by 
a thrust of the cross bar to give a speedy exit in panic situations. For situations that require the panic 
latch to be linked to a monitoring or alarm system, a microswitch can be fitted in the slave unit. The 
microswitch closes/opens an electrical circuit when the cross bar is operated. Combining smooth stylish 
lines with the excellence of British engineering and a high quality powder coated finish ensures the  
512-B is stylish enough for use in the most prestigious buildings with integrated interiors.

• Non-handed
• CE marked for safety
• Surface mounted
• 38 mm wide footprint
• Suitable for doors with narrow stiles
• Standard colours: silver, white with green cross bar and black with red cross bar
• Available in most RAL colours

GEZE code: 
GHA512/P

GEZE code: 
GHA512/B

Emergency Exit Hardware
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Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

500 Series

Bolts & Latches

500/L Lever operated Outside Access Device
All the Exidor 500 series OADs have been certified for use with the Exidor 500 range of bolts and latches. The use 
of any other OAD will invalidate the CE marking on these products.

The Exidor 500/L offers a lever operated outside access device that meets 
the dimensional requirements of the Equality Act 2010 (formerly known as 
the DDA) and BS8300 – Approved Document ‘M’.

The 500/L is supplied with three keys, and has the advantage that a master 
keyed 40 mm Euro profile cylinder can be used. Suitable for use with the 
Exidor 500 series, the 500/L offers access from the outside of the door.
• Non-handed
• Meets the dimensional requirements of BS8300 and approved 

document ‘M’
• Surface mounted on the outside of the door using two/three machine 

screws
• Supplied as standard for doors up to 55 mm thick

Performance
When locked, the lever is disengaged from the mechanism and still rotates 
therefore preventing unauthorised entry and damage to the unit. When 
unlocked, the lever, spindle and mechanism engage allowing the shoot 
bolts, latch or Pullman latches to be withdrawn from the outside of the 
door. The lever remains engaged until the mechanism is re-locked.

GHB302/C –  Single profile cylinder standard or master keyed to be ordered separately (see page 109).

GEZE code: GHA500/LEA
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500 Series

Bolts & Latches

Emergency Exit Hardware 

PANIC HARDWARE
Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

Rebated Double Doors 512-B Three Point Locking
Classification No. 37681322AA
EN 1125:2008

GEZE code: GHZ595

700 Series

High Security Bolts and Exit Hardware

The Exidor 700 Series heavy duty high security system combines the requirements of safety and security with the functions of a panic 
and emergency exit device. The range has been specifically developed to meet the demands required against a forced entry without 
compromising safety.

The 700 Series is British manufactured from high quality steel for strength and rigidity, and available in both steel and timber door 
versions.

All products in the range are manufactured to the highest specifications and, where applicable, have been certified to the European 
Standards EN1125 for Panic Exit and EN179 for Emergency Exit Devices.

The Exidor 700 Series has also been approved to LPS1175 level 6 (Burglary resistance test), Sold Secure Silver Standard and is suitable 
for high security applications.

Certified to 200,000 uses, the 700 Series is available in single, two, three or four point locking, depending on the level of security 
required, as well as a multi-bolt version for use where emergency exit is not required. Accessories include a choice of outside access 
devices, locking boxes, high security cylinder escutcheons and heavy duty tower bolts.

All products are available in RAL 7016 finish, stainless steel or, where the operating environment is highly corrosive, a solid stainless 
steel version is available, on request.

Single Doors 703L/30 Three Point Locking Outward Opening Doors
Classification No. 37681351AA
EN 179:2008

703L/30S Steel Door
703L/30T Timber door

The Exidor 703L/30 is a surface mounted three point locking emergency exit 
bolt for outward opening single door applications. Standard features include 
an automatic top trip mechanism. Simply depressing the lever provides safe 
and speedy exit in the event of an emergency. The main body is constructed 
from a mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being used for the 
internal components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust mechanism 
in the bottom bolt, and the latch bolt, making it suitable for use in high 
security applications.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

GEZE code: GHA703L30
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Emergency Exit Hardware 

PANIC HARDWARE
Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

700 Series

High Security Bolts and Exit Hardware

Single Doors 703B/30 Three Point Locking Outward Opening Doors
Classification No. 37681321AA
EN 1125:2008

703B/30S Steel Door
703B/30T Timber door

The Exidor 703B/30 is a surface mounted three point panic bolt for 
outward opening single door applications. Incorporated as standard is an 
automatic top trip mechanism. The unit is operated by a forward thrust 
of the crossbar to give a speedy exit in panic situations. The main body is 
constructed from a mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being 
used for the internal components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust 
mechanism in the bottom bolt and the latch bolt making it suitable for 
use in high security applications.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

Single Doors 702L/30 Two  Point Locking Outward Opening Doors
Classification No. 37681351AA
EN 179:2008

702L/30S Steel Door
702L/30T Timber door

The Exidor 702L/30 is a surface mounted two point emergency exit bolt 
for outward opening single door applications. Incorporated as standard 
is an automatic top trip mechanism. The main body is constructed from a 
mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being used for the internal 
components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust mechanism in the 
bottom bolt, making it suitable for use in high security applications.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

Single Doors 702B/30 Two Point Locking Outward Opening Doors
Classification No. 37681321AA
EN 1125:2008

702B/30S Steel Door
702B/30T Timber door

The Exidor 702B/30 is a surface mounted two point panic bolt for 
outward opening single door applications. Incorporated as standard is 
an automatic top trip mechanism. The main body is constructed from a 
mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being used for the internal 
components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust mechanism in the 
bottom bolt making it suitable for use in high security applications.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

Single Doors 704B/30 Four Point Locking Outward Opening Doors
Classification No. 37681351AA
EN 1125:2008

704B/30S Steel Door
704B/30T Timber door

The Exidor 704B/30 is a surface mounted four point locking panic bolt for 
outward opening single door applications. It is ideally suited to very high 
security applications, where panic escape is a consideration. Incorporated as 
standard is an automatic top trip mechanism. The main body is constructed 
from a mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being used for the 
internal components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust mechanism in the 
bottom bolt and the latch bolt.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

GEZE Code: GHA703B30 GEZE code: GHA702B30

GEZE code: GHA702L30
GEZE code: GHA704B30
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Emergency Exit Hardware

700 Series

High Security Bolts and Exit Hardware

Emergency Exit Hardware

PANIC HARDWARE

Double Doors 704BD/30 Four Point Locking Outward Opening Doors

704BD/30S Steel Door
704BD /30T Timber door

The Exidor 704BD/30 for double doors is a complete package consisting of a pair of two point panic bolts (702B/30). This unit cannot 
be CE marked* as it uses an overlapping crossbar system between the units. However, it is suitable for door applications, where 
security is a consideration. The main body is constructed from a mixture of steel and stainless steel, with steel being used for the 
internal components and bolts. There is also an anti-thrust mechanism in the bottom bolts making it suitable for use in high security 
applications.
• Non-handed
• Surface mounted
• Adjustable top and bottom bolts
• 30 mm bolt throw
• Anti-thrust bottom bolt and latch bolt to prevent forced entry.
• Steel and timber door versions available.

GEZE code: GHA702BD30

300 Double Rebated Door Keep
GEZE code: GZZHA3000
Used for rebated double doors for the Exidor 296 Push bar panic latch and 297 push pad panic latch.

Normal profile cylinder for HA3020 outside access device, Nickel plated: 
GEZE code: GHB302C

299 Dogging Device
GEZE code: GZZHA2990
For use with the Exidor panic bolt and Pullman latch ranges, a dogging device is available as an accessory (Exidor 299). The dogging 
device allows the bolts to be withheld in the retracted position ensuring the automatic top trip catch or Pullman latch do not engage 
when the door is locked.

304 Alarm Unit
GEZE code: GHA3040
For use with the Exidor panic bolt and Pullman latch ranges, the alarm is activated when the panic device is operated or an attempt 
is made to remove the cover, and de-activated by a key. The unit is powered by a 9v battery.

314 Vertical Pullman Latch Kit
GEZE code: GHB3140
The Exidor Pullman latch kits can be supplied for any of the Exidor panic bolt range to upgrade a unit, and are suitable for doors 
that are subject to a high volume of traffic, or when a higher level of security is required. The Pullman latches are available in both 
vertical and horizontal versions and provide a smooth and quiet alternative to the traditional top trip catch. They are recommended 
for interleading doors as well as external doors. The level of security is increased as the latches operate independently and yet they 
maintain the emergency facility in that they are retracted in one action by the cross bar, push pad or touch bar when required. The 
Pullman latches are housed in an enclosed keep and are designed so that forced entry can only be gained by going through the 
door. However, due to the design, the latch will throw outwards rather than retract if attacked, thus increasing security. 

Top Shoot Tube and  Push Bar
GEZE code: GHC0015 (1.8m) GEZE code: GHC0020 (1.3m)
GEZE code: GHC0016 (2.5m) GEZE code: GHC0021 (1.6m)
P0801 1200 mm top shoot tube for doors up to 2440 mm high

Touch Bar Keep for horizontal side catch
GEZE code: GHC4070

Shoot Guides
GEZE code: GHB0201

Micro Switch
GEZE code: GHB1109

End Plugs
GEZE code: GHB0901

Top Trip Kit complete
GEZE code: GHB1202

‘Push bar to open’ Sticker
GEZE code: GHC0013
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GEZE FIRE and our associated partners could specify, supply and install any of your escape – and fire doors requirements (hinged, 
sliding & glass). This includes the door hardware according to SANS regulations.

External doors:
We make use of a Solid Masonite Door which is cladded with galvanized steel sheets on the external side. Full galvanized channels 
are fitted to the hinge side as well as the top and bottom of the door leaf.

The leading edge of the door is fitted with a galvanized meeting stile/slam bar which also acts as a deterrent for security purposes 
as it protects the locks.

We can supply and install these doors into existing frame work on site or make up new doors and frames as a unit. When making 
up escape doors as a unit, we will always make use of a 1.6mm mild steel frame with a 25mm rebate (bolt-on or mortise lugs) with 
three brass butt hinges.

Galvanized cladded

Escape doors:
Ironmongery used on escape doors must allow for easy escape and is therefore fitted with: Panic Bolts, Pull Handle or Lever handles 
for Locksets with Thumb turn cylinders. Maglocks could also be fitted but will comply to NBR regulations. Door closers are often 
required on these doors as they need to stay closed in the event of a fire.

Fire doors (hinged, sliding, glass):
Manufactured to SABS 1253:1994 and stringently tested by SABS over the years with a proven fire protection rate of up to two hours. 
Constructed with an inner Monolithic, Asbestos Free, Fire Resistant Core.

Our fire doors are lightweight, weighing only 29kg per standard size (W813 x H2032) panel which makes it easier to carry, load 
and install. Fire doors are manufactured to your required size with various veneer finishes to match existing surfaces which are 
aesthetically pleasing and ideal for any environment.

Frames can be manufactured to suit all wall requirements including existing wall openings and partitions. These fire doors are 
supplied with a purpose made 1.6mm or 2mm steel frame and a 25mm rebate.

They are hinged to meet your requirements, one and a half standard brass hinges, anti-theft hinges or continuous hinges.

Our fire doors also have reinforced steel inserts strategically located within the core material to strengthen hinging and hydraulic 
closure attachments. Additional steel preps can be inserted for panic hardware.

We will not only supply you with a quality product at a competitive price but also guarantee our backup 
service unmatched in this industry.

For any enquiries please contact Nico van der Linde at 083 500 6621 or email nico@gezesa.co.za

GEZE Distribution (Pty) Ltd | Tel: (011) 315 8286 | Email: info@gezesa.co.za | Website: www.geze.co.za

CLASS B fire door (hinges)

CLASS B fire door (sliding)

PYRON S Glass fire door
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GEZE Distribution (Pty) Ltd 

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
GEZE Distribution (Pty) Ltd

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. DEFINITIONS

 1.1 “The Company” and/or “the Seller” means GEZE 
Distribution (Pty) Ltd

 1.2 “The Purchaser” and or “Buyer” means the party 
who has placed an order with the Company, or any 
person with whom the Company contracts as a result 
of any offer to purchase Product(s) or Service(s) 
from the Company, and includes the Purchaser’s 
representatives, successors and permitted assigns.

 1.3 “Contract” or “Order” means any contract or agreement 
arising out of the acceptance of any offer to purchase 
Product(s) or Service(s) from the Company, whether 
such Contract arises as a result of:

  1.3.1 an offer made by the Company and accepted 
by the Purchaser; or

  1.3.2 an offer made or order placed by the 
Purchaser and accepted by the Company; or

  1.3.3 an offer made or order placed by the 
Purchaser in response to a quotation from 
the Company.

 1.4 “Goods”, “Product(s)” and/or “Service(s)” means the 
subject matter of the Contract, as supplied or to be 
supplied by the Company.

 1.5 “List Price” – is the latest official price of the Product(s) 
as quoted in the companies price list and/or website 
www.geze.co.za.

2. ORDERS AND ACCEPTANCE

 2.1 These terms and conditions shall apply to any Contract 
in terms of which the Company agrees to sell Product(s) 
and/or Service(s) to the Purchaser, to the exclusion of 
any terms and conditions which the Purchaser may 
seek to make applicable.

 2.2 The acceptance of any order is subject to the availability 
of the Product(s) at date of acceptance.

 2.3 A Contract shall come into existence when the Company 
accepts an order placed by the Purchaser for delivery 
of Product(s) and/or Service(s) or when the Purchaser 
accepts any offer to sell, or requests a quotation for 
delivery Product(s) and/or Service(s) marketed by the 
Company by conveying such acceptance, whether 
verbal or written, to the Company.

 2.4 In the event of any offer, order, acceptance of an 
offer or order by the Purchaser being made or given 
on the Purchaser’s official order form, the Purchaser 
shall be be stopped from denying the validity thereof, 
notwithstanding the fact that such official order form 
may have been given or signed by a person not 
authorised thereto by the Purchaser.

3. PURCHASE PRICE 

 3.1 The purchase price payable by the Purchaser for the 
Product(s) and/or Service(s) shall be the Company’s 
List Price for such Product(s) and/or Service(s) at the 
date of despatch of the Product(s) and/or Service(s), 
unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Company.

 3.2 The Company reserves the right to vary its list prices 
from time to time without notice to the Purchaser.

 3.3 In an instance where the Company’s list prices are 
varied in accordance with 3.3 above between the date 
of the Contract and the date of the delivery of the 
Product(s) and/or Service(s), then the Purchase price 
for such Product(s) and/or Service(s) will be determined 
according to the Company’s list price, as varied and 
applicable on the date of such delivery.

 3.4 All orders with a value of less than R2,000.00 (two 
thousand Rands), excluding VAT, will carry a surcharge 
of R100.00 (One Hundred Rands). 

 3.5 The Company will not enter in Contracts which are less 
that R2,000.00 (two thousand Rands) in value.

 3.6 Any typographical, clerical, or other error or omission 
in any sales literature, quotation and price list, 
acceptance of offer, invoice, other document or any 
other information issued by the Seller shall be subject 
to correction without any liability. 

4. V A T 

 4.1 All List and or Purchase Prices do not include any Value 
Added Tax (VAT) which may be chargeable and any 
such tax must be added to the price where applicable. 
All VAT shall be paid by the Purchaser in addition to the 
purchase price.

5. DISCOUNTS

 5.1 Prices are strictly nett, and are not subject to any 
discounts unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the 
Company.

 5.2 The Company may in its discretion offer a settlement 
discount for accounts settled strictly within 30 (thirty) 
days of the date of statement.

 5.3 If any discount is agreed to, it shall only be allowed if 
payment is received into the Company’s bank account 
before or on the due date and shall only apply to 
the Company’s list price for the Product(s) and/or 
Service(s).

6. DELIVERY

 6.1 CARRIAGE: Normally carriage will be for the 
Purchaser’s account. Until further notice however, the 
Company will pay normal goods railage to the nearest 
Rail Head on all consignments over R4,000.00 (four 
thousand Rands) in value, provided that the destination 
is the Purchaser’s own premises and that this is within 
the Republic of South Africa. 

 6.2 Should the Company be requested by the Purchaser to 
deliver the Product(s) and/or Service(s) by an alternative 
method, any increase in the cost of such an alternative 
method of delivery shall be for the Purchaser’s account.

 6.3 Notwithstanding any provision in the Contract to the 
contrary, the Company’s obligation to deliver the 
Product(s)s and/or Service(s) shall in all cases be 
subject to:

  6.3.1 the availability of the Product(s)s;
  6.3.2 the timely receipt by the Company of any and 

all instructions required by the Company for 
the execution of the Contract.

 6.4 WEIGHT: The Goods to be dispatched to the 
Purchaser / Customer shall be packed and weighed 
by the Company before dispatch. The packed weight 
shall be marked on the Seller’s packaging. Should the 
Purchaser elect not to weigh the Goods on receipt, then 
it is deemed that the Customer accepts the contents 
therein as declared by the Company. No claims for 
short delivery will be entertained unless the Purchaser 
proves that the Goods delivered were not of the weight 
declared on the packaging.

 6.5 The Seller accepts no liability for any loss or damage 
resulting from delay in supplying Goods or Service(s) or 
for their non-supply, and any dates agreed for delivery 
or performance shall be regarded as estimated only.

 6.6 Non-delivery of materials must be reported within 7 
(seven) days of consignment/invoice date to allow for 
recovery. Failure to comply with this clause will imply 
that the Goods were delivered to the Purchaser and 
that the Risk has passed to the Purchaser.

7. ACCESS

 7.1 Where the Seller is required to perform work at or on 
(pursuant to its obligations to provide the Service(s) or 
otherwise) or deliver goods to the Purchaser’s premises 
or premises specified by the Purchaser, the Seller shall 
be given uninterrupted access and reasonable facilities 
during normal working hours for performance of the 
contract and the Buyer shall accept delivery of, unload, 
provide suitable protection for and keep secure all 
materials and goods delivered from time to time.

8. RISK

 8.1 The risk in the Goods shall pass from the Seller to the 
Buyer upon delivery of the Goods to the Buyer. 

 8.2 Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the 
Goods to the Buyer, the title and property in the Goods, 
including full legal and beneficial ownership, shall not 
pass to the Buyer until the Seller has received in cash 
or cleared funds payment in full for all Goods delivered 
to the Buyer under this and all other contracts between 
the Seller and the Buyer for which payment of the full 
price of the Goods there under has not been paid. 

 8.3 Payment of the full price of the Goods shall include the 
amount of any interest or other sum payable under the 
terms of this and all other contracts between the Seller 
and the Buyer under which the Goods were delivered. 

 8.4 Until such full payment, the Buyer acknowledges that 
they are in possession of the goods as the Seller’s 
bailee. The Buyer shall store the Goods separately from 
their own goods or those of any other person and in a 
manner which makes them readily identifiable as the 
Seller’s Goods and shall endorse a memorandum on 
the Buyer’s accounts referring to the Sellers title in the 
goods.

 8.5 If payment is overdue the Seller may (without prejudice 
to any of their other rights) recover and/or resell the 
Goods and the Buyer hereby irrevocably licenses the 
Seller or their agents to enter upon any premises where 
they are stored or where they are reasonably thought 
to be stored for the purpose of such recovery and/or 
resale.

 8.6 Payment shall become due immediately upon the 
commencement of any act or proceedings in which the 
Buyer’s solvency is involved.

 8.7 In the event of the Buyer purporting to sell the goods 
to a third party before payment has been made to the 
Seller any such proceeds of sale shall be received 
and held by the Buyer as the Seller’s agent. The 
Buyer therefore acknowledges and agrees to stand in 
a fiduciary relationship to the Seller and must strictly 
account to the Seller the proceeds thereof.

 8.8 In the event of deliveries being effected by a recognised 
carrier, then the risk in and to the Product(s) shall pass 
to the Purchaser upon delivery thereof by the Company 
to such recognised carrier/depot.

 8.9 If more that one delivery is to be made in terms of a 
Contract, then the provisions of this clause 6 apply to 
each delivery.

 8.10 Should the Purchaser elect to have delivery by an 
alternative method in terms of clause 6.1 then the risk 
in and to the Product(s) so delivered shall pass to the 
Purchaser upon despatch of such Goods from the 
Company’s premises.

9. PAYMENT

 9.1 Payment of accounts is to be net 30 (thirty) days after 
the date of the Seller’s invoice. 

 9.2 The full purchase price is payable, without deduction or 
set off of whatever nature, within 30 (thirty) days of the 
date of statement, unless otherwise agreed to in writing 
by the Company.

 9.3 Should the Purchaser fail to make any payment on 
due date, then all amounts outstanding, from whatever 
cause, whether or not the date for payment thereof has 
arrived, will immediately become due and payable by 
the Purchaser to the Company.

 9.4 Any amount not paid by the Purchaser to the Company 
on due date shall bear interest from due date to the 
date of final payment at the maximum rate permissible 
from time to time, in terms of the Usury Act Number 73 
off 1968 (as amended), or any other applicable South 
African legislation.

 9.5 In the event of action being instituted by the Company 
against the Purchaser for the enforcement of the 
Company’s rights in terms of any Contract, then the 
Purchaser shall be obliged to pay the Company’s cost 
of such action on an attorney and own client’s scale 
including any collection commission payable in terms 
of South African Law.

 9.6 If the Buyer fails to make due payment of any money 
owed by it to the Seller on whatever account, the Seller 
may withhold delivery of all or any part of any Goods, 
Product(s) sold to the Buyer and/or performance of any 
Service(s) to be rendered to the Buyer until payment 
in full of all money then due, and during such time any 
goods so withheld shall be at the sole risk of the Buyer. 

10. RETENTION OF OWNERSHIP AND TITLE

 10.1 Ownership of Product(s) sold in terms of the 
Contract shall remain vested in the Company and 
shall not pass to the Purchaser until the purchase 
price is paid in full, and until such payment has 
been made, the aforementioned Product(s) and/or 
Service(s) shall not in any way be hypothecated or 
pledged. 

 10.2 Where the Product(s) are to be stored at leased 
premises the Purchaser hereby undertakes 
promptly to inform the Lessor that the Company has 
retained the right of ownership over all Product(s), 
which are the subject matter of the Contract. 

11. DISCLAIMER

 11.1 The Company shall under no circumstances be liable 
for any loss of profit or any damages whether direct or 
indirect, consequential or otherwise, sustained by the 
Purchaser arising from any cause whatsoever, including 
any damages arising as a result of the negligence of 
the Company, its servants, agents and sub-contractors 
save that the Company shall be liable for a period of 1 
(one) year to replace defective Product(s).

 11.2 Insofar as any of the Company’s obligations in terms of 
the Contract are carried out by its servants, agents or 
sub-contractors, the provisions of paragraph 11.1 are 
stipulated also for their benefit.

12. WARRANTIES AND CLAIMS

 12.1 All Contracts are executed by the Company without 
any warranty, express of implied, that the Product(s) 
and/or Service(s) will be suitable for use for any specific 
purpose, or under any specific conditions or under 
abnormal or unusual conditions or circumstances, 
notwithstanding the fact that such purpose, conditions 
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or circumstances may be known to the Company. 
No representation is made nor warranty given to the 
Purchaser as to the performance of other qualities of 
the Product(s) sold.

 12.2 The Company retains the right to vary or alter the 
specifications of the Product(s) without notice, save 
that such varied or altered specifications will not, 
without the Purchaser’s consent (which may not be 
unreasonably withheld) be applicable to Contracts 
already in existence.

 12.3 The Purchaser shall have no claim of any nature 
whatsoever against the Company by reason of 
any delay by the Company in effecting delivery of 
Product(s) and/or Service(s) on any date or dates that 
may be specified in the Purchaser’s order, or within a 
reasonable time in those cases in which no such date is 
specified.

 12.4 No objection or claim in respect of Product(s) and/or 
Service(s) delivered will be entertained unless:

  12.4.1 it is endorsed on the delivery note or waybill 
at the time of delivery at the Purchaser’s 
place of business; and

  12.4.2 it is made in writing to both the Company 
and the carrier effecting delivery within 7 
(seven) days from the date of despatch of the 
Product(s)s.

  12.5 Should the Purchaser not have endorsed the 
delivery note of waybill in terms of 9.4.1 and 
objected in writing in terms of 9.4.2, then the 
Purchaser will be deemed to have received 
delivery of each and every item reflected on 
such delivery note or waybill.

13. SUSPENSION OF THE COMPANY’S OBLIGATIONS

 13.1 If any amount payable by the Purchaser is not paid 
on due date, then without prejudice to any other right 
which it may have in terms hereof, the Company 
may immediately suspend the carrying out of its then 
uncompleted obligations in terms of any Contract until 
payment is made in full by the Purchaser.

14. RETURN OF GOODS

 14.1 The Company does not accept the return of Product(s), 
other than Product(s) delivered in error or not 
corresponding with the specifications in the Contract. 
Such Product(s) may be returned to the Company 
after agreement by the Company in writing, at the 
Company’s expense within 15 (fifteen) days of receipt 
thereof by the Purchaser. Invoice/document numbers 
must always be quoted when a request for a credit for 
such Product(s) contemplated herein is made. 

 14.2 All goods returned will be in the same condition as 
when originally delivered by the Company. Failure to 
comply with requirement will nullify any further claims 
for credit against the Company

 14.3 The Company may in its sole discretion and subject 
to such conditions or charges as it may impose, agree 
in writing to accept other returns. If it is determined 
that the returned Goods were returned without prior 
authorization or fault due to the Company, then a 15% 
(fifteen percent) handling fee will be charged.

 14.4 Product(s) delivered in error or not corresponding with 
the specifications in the Contract will only be considered 
for credit to the Purchaser where such Product(s):

  14.4.1 are returned undamaged to the Company 
within 15 (fifteen) days of receipt thereof by 
the Purchaser; and

  14.4.2 are in their original packaging and have not 
been unpacked or used in part; and

  14.4.3 are not defaced by price labels or other 
markings.

15. INSOLVENCY OF THE BUYER

 15.1 This clause applies if:-

  15.1.1 the Buyer makes a composition or voluntary 
arrangement with its creditors or (being an 
individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or 
(being a company) enters administration or 
goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the 
purposes of amalgamation or reconstruction), 
or a moratorium comes into force in respect 
of the Buyer; or

  15.1.2 an encumbrancer takes possession, or a 
receiver is appointed , of any of the property 
or assets of the Buyer; or

  15.1.3 the Buyer ceases, or threatens to cease to 
carry on business; or

  15.1.4 the Seller reasonably apprehends that any 
of the events mentioned above is about to 
occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the 
Buyer accordingly.

 15.2 If this clause applies then, without limiting any other 
right or remedy available to the Seller, the Seller may 
cancel the Contract or suspend any further deliveries 
under the Contract without any liability to the Buyer, 
and if the Goods and/or Service(s) have been delivered 
or provided but not paid for the price shall become 
immediately due and payable notwithstanding any 
previous agreement or arrangement to the contrary.

16. SET-OFF

 16.1 Set-off shall operate automatically as a matter of Law 
at the moment when reciprocal debts between the 
Company and the Purchaser come into existence, and 
independently of the will of the parties, and it shall not 
be necessary for the Company to specifically raise set-
off advice.

17. FORCE MAJEURE

 17.1 The Purchaser shall not have any claim of any nature 
whatever against the Company for any failure by the 
Company to carry out any of its obligations under the 
Contract as a result of vis major, including but without 
being limited to any strike, lock-out, shortage of labour 
or materials, delays in transport, accidents of any kind, 
any default or delay by any sub-contractor or supplier 
of the company, riot, political or civil disturbances, 
the elements, any act of any State of Government, 
any delay in securing any permit, consent or approval 
required by the Company for the supply of Product(s)s 
under the Contract or under any other authority, or any 
other cause whatever beyond the Company’s control.

 17.2 If the supply of Goods or materials or the provision of 
Service(s) is delayed or prevented by reason of (but 
not limited to) industrial action, breakage of machinery, 
Act of God or by any other reason whatsoever outside 
the reasonable control of the Seller, the period for 
completion of the contract shall be extended to 
such extent as is reasonable having regard to the 
circumstances.

18. APPLICABLITY

 18.1 These terms and conditions shall apply to any Contract 
in terms of which the Company agrees to sell Product(s) 
and/or Service(s), to the exclusion of any terms and 
conditions which the Purchaser may seek to make 
applicable.

19. WAIVER

 19.1 No alteration or variation of these terms and conditions 
shall be of any force and effect, unless expressly 
agreed to in writing by the Company and signed by 
an authorised representative of the Company and the 
Purchaser.

 19.2 Any latitude allowed by the Company shall not be 
construed as a relaxation or waiver of the Company’s 
rights to enforce its rights at any stage.

 19.3 No waiver by the Seller of any breach shall be treated 
as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or 
any other provision. 

 19.4 If any provision of the Conditions is held by a court or 
other competent authority to be invalid or unenforceable 
in whole or in part the validity of the other provisions 
of the Conditions and the remainder of the provision in 
question shall not be affected.

20. GOVERNING LAW

 20.1 This Contract is governed by the laws of the Republic 
of South Africa.

 20.2 In terms of Section 45 of the Magistrates Court Act, 
No. 32 of 1944, (as amended), the Purchaser hereby 
consents to the jurisdiction of the Magistrates Court 
having jurisdiction in terms of Section 28 of the said 
Act in respect of any action to be instituted against the 

Purchaser by the Company in terms of the Contract. 
It shall nevertheless be entirely within the discretion 
of the Company as to whether to proceed against the 
Purchaser in such Magistrates Court or any other court 
having jurisdiction.

21. CHANGE OF ADDRESS AND OWNERSHIP

 The Purchaser shall give written notice to the Company 
forthwith upon any change of address of the Purchaser:

 21.1 within 7 (seven) days of any change of ownership of the 
business of the Purchaser or any transaction affecting 
the majority shareholding of the Purchaser where the 
Purchaser is a Company and affecting the majority 
member’s interest where the Purchaser is a Close 
Corporation.

22. GENERAL 

 22.1 The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for any loss 
arising from or in connection with any representations, 
agreements, statements or undertakings made prior 
to the date of the Contract with the Buyer, other than 
those representations, agreements, statements and 
undertakings confirmed by a director of the Seller in 
writing.

 22.2 The Buyer shall not be entitled to assign the Contract 
and any obligations arising therein, without the specific 
written consent of the Seller.


